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GREAT LAKES DREDGING ACTIVITIES - AVERAGE ANNUAL QUANTITIES
(1,000 m3) 1975
GREAT LAKES DREDGING ACTIVITIES 1975-1979
VOLUME OF MATERIAL DREDGED (1975-1979)
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 Summary , Conclusions and Recommendations
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In addressing the development of compatible guidelines and criteria for
dredging activities in the boundary waters of the Great Lakes System, the
Dredging Subcommittee referred to the report of the International Working
Group on the Abatement and Control of Pollution from Dredging Activities as
well as research results and experience produced since the report's publica-
tion in 1975. It was noted that specific programs, notably the Dredged
Material Research Program of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the IJC Refer-
ence Group on Pollution from Land Use Activities (PLUARG) and the development
of legislation, policy and guidelines for the control of toxic substances,
have produced results, recommendations and measures which have the potential
to significantly influence dredging and dredged material disposal decisions in
the Great Lakes.
The Subcommittee reaffirms the site—specific approach to the environmental
review of dredging projects as recommended by the International Working Group
on Dredging, and has produced guidelines to be considered in such a review.
In an evaluation of sediment quality at a dredging site, there are too many
variables involved to provide more than the general guidelines contained in
Chapter 5. The conceptual approach taken in the guidelines is based on the
principle of non-degradation and does not differ markedly from that presently
used on the lakes and is similar to procedures followed in the ocean dumping
legislation of the United States and Canada. Essentially, the basic
components of a project evaluation consist of a review of existing site-
specific historical and ecological information, an assessment of the physical,







Methods to determine and evaluate the biological significance of sediment
contaminants are still in the development stage and further research is re-
qu1red in the field of toxics and bioassessment.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Dredging Subcommittee recommends that:
1. The principle of non-degradation should be fundamental in the
environmental assessment of dredging activities in the Great Lakes.
2. Significant sources of sediments and contaminants to the Great Lakes
should be identified and quantified where possible such that the
inputs due to dredging can be placed in perspective.
3. The implications and potential environmental impacts of dredged
























































































The International Working Group on the Abatement and Control of Pollution
from Dredging Activities was established in November 1972 in compliance with
the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. The International Working Group
reviewed existing dredging practices, programs, laws and regulations in its
1975 Report. In 1978 the Research Advisory Board's Expert Committee on
Engineering and Technological Aspects reported on dredged material disposal
employing confinement facilities and recommended assessment of alternative
disposal options.
The revised Water Quality Agreement (International Joint Commission,
1978), signed by the governments of the United States and Canada on November
22, 1978, recomnended the establishment of a Subcommittee on Dredging under
the auspices of the Water Quality Board. The terms of reference for this
Subcommittee, outlined in Annex 7 of the Agreement and later confirmed and ap-
proved by the Water Quality Board at its 36th meeting, February 13, 1979, are
as follows:
The Dredging Subcommittee (DS) will assist the Implementation Com-
mittee (IC) of the Great Lakes Water Quality Board (WQB) by:
a. reviewing the existing practices and policies in both countries
relating to dredging activities, as well as the previous work
done by the International Working Group on Dredging, with the
objective of developing by December 1, 1979 compatible guide—
lines and criteria for dredging activities in the boundary
waters of the Great Lakes System;
b. maintaining a register of significant dredging projects being
undertaken in the Great Lakes System with information to allow
for the assessment of the environmental effects of the projects,
including the long term effect of both dredging and disposal of
toxic sediments. The register shall include pertinent statis-
tics to allow for the assessment of pollution loadings from
dredged materials to the Great Lakes System;
c. recommending procedures for encouraging the exchange of informa-
tion relating to development of dredging technology and envir-
onmental research;
d. identifying specific criteria for the classification of polluted
sediments of designated areas of intensive and continuing
dredging activities within the Great Lakes System and
e. preparing reports on items a), b), c), d) and undertaking other







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is outlined in Appendix 2.
 2. Background ‘
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS AND DREDGING
Examples of the degradation of the environment and biota of the Great
Lakes due to man's activities are numerous. Substantial changes in the
fishery (Beeton, 1969) including the decline and virtual extinction of the
indigenous oligotrophic fish species are partially attributed to pollution and




















































































































































































































sink has not been determined.
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No accurate data are avaiIabIe on totaI wetIand Ioss. Wetiand definitions
are onIy now being standardized, and our originaI wetIand heritage was never
mapped or inventoried. The extent to which dredge and fiII activities have
contributed to the Ioss of wetIand habitat on the Canadian portion of the
Great Lakes is not known. 0n the U.S. side, it appears that few Iosses can be
directIy attributed to dredging activities. Dredge and fiII impacts on
wetiands as weII as the various reIated poIicies and Iegisiation are described
in Appendix 5.
FILL 0F NON-AQUATIC ORIGIN
Most jurisdictions and agencies do not have specific reguIations or
guideIines governing the dumping of non-aquatic fiII into the Great Lakes and
their tributaries.
In most cases, however, IegisIation does exist which couId
be used or interpreted to reguIate such dumping (see Appendix 6). In generaI,
the same Iaws that reguIate disposaI of dredged materiaIs reguIate disposaI of
fiII of non—aquatic origin. There is a paucity of information on the quality
and quantity of fiII and the Iocation of its source and disposaI sites.
13
   
4. Great Lakes Dredging Activities
INTRODUCTION
The Dredging Register and Summary Tables found in Appendix 7 of this
report meet the requirements of Section 1(b) of Annex 7 of the 1978 Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement, namely: "Maintain a register of significant
dredging projects being undertaken in the Great Lakes System with information
to allow for the assessment of the environmental effects of the projects. The
register shall include pertinent statistics to allow for the assessment of
pollution loadings from dredged materials to the Great Lakes System.”
The register is presently maintained in a mini-computer system located at
the IJC Great Lakes Regional Office in Windsor, Ontario. Reasonable requests
for copies of specific portions of the register data or summary information
based on the data contained in the register will be filled by the Regional
Office. It is planned to update the register periodically and include ad-
ditional information as identified by users. Suggestions for other kinds of
information to be included or other improvements would be welcomed.
It is estimated that the register contains information on about 95 percent
of all dredging in the Great Lakes Basin. The 5 percent that is probably un-
accounted for can be attributed to small private dredging projects where
volumes were not measured. Also, the user should note that the register only
contains data for those portions of those harbours that were actually dredged
during the 1975—1979 period. Some harbours and portions of harbours that are
among the most contaminated in the Great Lakes Basin (i.e. Waukegan inner
harbor, Sheboygan, Wisconsin; Indiana Harbor, upstream portion of Ashtabula
River, Ohio) do not appear in the register since they were not dredged in this
time period due to a lack of acceptable disposal sites. The register alone
cannot be used directly to rank the harbours from most to least contaminated.
The information contained in the register enables the identification of
Great Lakes dredging sites by country, jurisdiction, basin and year. It
allows one to quantify and locate the volume of material being dredged and, in
so doing, identify areas of intensive and continuous dredging. The data on
chemical concentrations are then used to calculate pollutant loadings and
identify problem areas with contaminated sediment. Over the years as more
information is fed into the register, it should be possible, by analyzing
trends in the volumes and contamination of maintenance dredging sediments, to
be able to estimate the effectiveness of other water quality remedial programs
(particularly PLUARG). Also, the record of disposal sites and the quality of
their dredged materials may prove to be valuable information as witnessed by
the present problem with old industrial and municipal landfills. Finally, the
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VOLUMES OF GREAT LAKES DREDGED MATERIALS BY BASIN AND COUNTRY, 1975-1979






































*Lake Erie incIudes Lake St. CTair dredging.
TABLE 2



































 volumes have been much more variable and do not follow any apparent trend.
The total volumes dredged in the Great Lakes has been relatively constant over
this five-year period.
Figure 3 illustrates the contributions of each of the Great Lakes to the
total dredged volume and the importance of each country to the dredging
volumes moved in each lake.
Lake Erie clearly dominates Great Lakes dredging,
accounting for 62% of the total volumes. Lake Michigan accounts for 15%, Lake
Ontario 9%, and Lakes Superior and Huron each are responsible for 7%.
Table 3 summarizes the locations, volumes and rankings of the largest
dredging sites in each of the countries.
Toledo Harbor is by far the largest
single dredging project site for the five-year period, almost doubling the
volumes moved at the second largest site, the Cuyahoga River-Cleveland, also
on Lake Erie. The first 11 sites in the ranking are in the United States.




LOCATIONS 0F LARGEST TOTAL DREDGING VOLUMES BY COUNTRY, 1975-1979
(1000 m3)
UNITED STATES CANADA
Rank # Location Volume Rank # Location Volume







3 L. Erie Sailing Course, 21 Hamilton 270
Mich. & Ohio 1,170 23 Port Stanley Harbour 230
4 Saginaw 1,080 27 Goderich 200
5 Rochester Harbor 990 31 Whitby 190
6 Buffalo Harbor 940
7 Green Bay Harbor 930
  
DISPOSAL OF DREDGED MATERIAL
Traditionally, for maximum economy, disposal of Great Lakes dredged
materials has taken place at the most‘convenient of designated open water dump-
ing locations. Since the early 1970's, this practice has only been permitted
in those situations where environmental assessment indicates that the probable
adverse effects can be considered acceptable. When contaminated sediments are
to be disposed of, alternatives to open water dumping need to be found. These
include upland and unconfined land disposal, confined (nearshore) disposal,
beach nourishment or re-use (Appendix 2).
As shown in Table 2, annual volumes of dredged materials being disposed in
the Great Lakes Basin varied from about 5,000,000 m3 in 1975 to 4,000,000 in
1979. The use of confined disposal for dredged materials increased from about
2,000,000 m3 in 1975 to about 3,100,000 in 1979. Similarly, upland disposal
increased from 24,000 to 88,000 m3 during the same time span. Conversely,
\





















             
__1
US. Can. US. US. Can. US. Can. U.S. Can.
L. Superior L. Michigan L. Huron L. Erie L. Ontario
  
 the use of open lake disposal decreased from about 2,950,000 in 1975 to 780,000
m3 in 1979. Beach nourishment volumes have remained relatively stable except
for 1978, when it was not used at all. Finally, the re-use disposal option was
not utilized in any of the years (Appendix 7.3).
As shown in Table 4, during the 1975-1979 period over 13 million m3 or 58
percent of Great Lakes dredged materials were disposed of in confined facil-
ities and almost 9,000,000 m3 or 39 percent were still disposed of in the
open lake. In comparison, upland and beach were insignificant and, re-use was
non-existent. [To arrive at the net losses of sediments to the Great Lakes,
upland and confined disposal were combined]. This shows that 61% of the
materials are removed from the aquatic environment, and only 39% of the total
volume dredged is disposed of at a location in the aquatic environment (i.e.,
open lake dumping plus beach nourishment). It is also interesting to note that
the mix of disposal methods is almost identical for the two countries with only




DISPOSAL OF GREAT LAKES DREDGED MATERIALS, 1975-1979
m
DISPOSAL % 0F U.S. % 0F CDN. % 0F G.L.
TYPE U.S. TOTAL CANADA TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
Upland 521,370 3 70,490 3 591,860 3
Confined 11,845,182 58 1,409,425 56 13,254,607 58
Beach 212,360 1 92,800 4 305,160 1
Open Lake 7,951,845 39 933,379 37 8,885,224 39
Re—use 0 O 0
TOTAL 20,530,757 101 2,506,094 100 23,036,851 101
      
POLLUTANT LOADINGS
By virtue of their locations, harbours and shipping channels receive a
variety of municipal, industrial and in many cases, tributary pollutant load-
ings which are often reflected in their sediments. Pollutants in materials
dredged from harbours cannot be completely viewed as a loading to the lacust-
rine system. A certain portion of this sediment is located in zones of
resuspension and is already an active component of the materials and chemical
load circulating in the Great Lakes system. Similarly pollutants near the
sediment surface may be actively cycled from solid to aquatic to biotic phases
of the system and are hence not a new loading. For these portions of the
pollutant burden in harbour sediments, dredging is simply a transport phenom-
enon more akin to longshore sediment movement, or propellor wash in shipping
channels than a direct loading to the lake system. For that component of the
total load of pollutants in dredged materials that is not cycling actively in
the lacustrine environment (i.e., sediments in depositional areas below the
zone of physical/chemical and biological interaction) the act of dredging and
disposal in the lake is a loading in the same sense as tributary loading,
21
 
atmospheric deposition or direct municipal industrial discharges. It has been
possible to use information from the dredging register to determine the
magnitude of total pollutant burdens in dredged materials. However, it has
not been possible to isolate the components which should be viewed as
transported load from that portion which should be viewed as a direct loading,
nor has it been possible to account for the portion of each loading estimate
that is bioavailable.
Using dredged materials volumes, density of dredged materials and sediment
quality data (from the dredging register in Appendix 7), as well as estimates
of background concentrations in sediments for dredged materials where sediment
quality information is lacking (see Table 5), it is possible to estimate the
total load of selected pollutants in dredged materials by:
T = (D X Q x C)
where:
T = load of pollutant in dredge material (tonnes)
D = weighted average density of dredge materials (tonnes/m3)
Q = total quantity of dredge materials (m3)
C = weighted average concentration of contaminant in dredge material
(pg/g) or an estimate of the background concentration where no
measurement is available.
The total load estimates generated in this manner are conservative. The
dred ing register probably excludes some of the smaller dredging jobs
(<5% . The use of bluff material and non—depositional zone sediment
chemical concentrations where the actual dredged sediment chemistry was not
available also tends to underestimate loadings.
Table 6 sunmarizes the estimates of the total pollutant loadings in
materials dredged during the 1975—1979 periodfor each of the Great Lakes
basins. Table 7 provides an estimate of the average annual pollutant load in
dredged materials for the same period.
Table 8 provides an estimate of total loads of selected pollutants in
dredged materials disposed in the aquatic environment during the 1975-1979
period. Table 9 reduces these values to an average annual loading estimate
for each basin for water disposed dredged materials.
With large portions (61%) of dredged materials being placed in confined
disposal facilities or in upland disposal sites, it is important to examine
dredging as a process by which pollutants are removed from the Great Lakes.
Disposal of polluted dredged materials in confined facilities and upland
disposal sites has considerably reduced the loads of pollutants transported to
the open lakes via dredging. Table 10 summarizes estimates of the pollutant
loads removed via dredged materials confinement and out-of-water disposal over
the 5-year period covered by the dredging register. Table 11 reduces these
values to an estimate of average annual loads on a basin-by-basin basis.
Table 12 provides the percent reduction in the potential pollutant loading in




VALUES USED AS BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS FOR CALCULATIONS OF
POLLUTANT LOADINGS NHEN ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE
(pg/g unTess otherwise noted)
LAKE LAKE LAKE LAKE LAKE








Hg 0.020 0.20 0.023 *0.057 *0.053
Pb 18 17 18 *11 *26





































      
ATT vaTues are average bTuff concentrations reported by Haras and Thomas
(1978) except where indicated.























the Upper Lakes Reference Group (1977) for Lakes Huron and Superior.
**Assumes no PCBs in sediment as background.
***IncTudes Lake St. CTair.





















































































































































































































































ESTIMATES OF TOTAL POLLUTANT LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS
AND DISPOSED IN WATER, 1975-1979
(open water dumping, pTus beach nourishment) (t)
     
 
BASIN
POLLUTANT SUPERIOR MICHIGAN HURON ERIE ONTARIO TOTAL
VOTatTTe
SoTIds 49,038 60,763 21,985 373,523 65,902 571,213
PCBs 0.04 0.03 0.29 0.80 <0.01 1.
Hg 0.45 0.62 0.06 3.38 0.20 4.










Zn 96.00 140.89 35.75 1,213.40 239.20 1,725.
NT 53.57 61.13 23.34 397.58 40.72 576.
Cr 46.09 96.43 17.92 374.67 39.84 574.
Cd 3.25 6.24 1.39 29.40 6.41 46.
















ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE ANNUAL POLLUTANT LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS
DISPOSED IN WATER, 1975-1979





POLLUTANT SUPERIOR MICHIGAN HURON ERIE ONTARIO TOTAL
VolatTTe








Hg 0.09 0.12 0.01 0.68 0.04 0.94
Pb 4.28 18.62 4.36 62.97 12.67 102.90
Cu 26.89 10.16 2.62 64.46 10.83 114.95






































ESTIMATES OF TOTAL POLLUTANT LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS









POLLUTANT SUPERIOR MICHIGAN HURON ERIE ONTARIO TOTAL
VoIatiTe
SOTids 50,626 300,195 142,899 1,009,908 49,211 1,552,839
PCBS 0.24 4.17 3.31 4.63 0.47 12.82
Hg 0.33 1.45 0.47 3.66 0.09 6.00
Pb 27.56 459.60 46.91 1,200.67 44.36 1,779.10
Cu 32.86 94.92 36.34 960.98 29.97 1,155.07
Zn 77.88 686.95 404.11 5,379.25 122.21 6,670.40
NT 33.10 54.71 318.85 654.86 32.45 1,093.98
Cr 43.19 154.23 152.70 1,103.47 52.50 1,506.07
Cd 2.01 6.64 14.87 93.39 1.33 118.24
As 2.26 24.09 7.32 183.00 2.73 219.39
TotaT P 513 2,816 1,406 16,610 611 21,956
TABLE 11
ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE ANNUAL POLLUTANT LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS
DISPOSED OUT OF WATER, 1975—1979 (t)
BASIN
POLLUTANT SUPERIOR MICHIGAN HURON ERIE ONTARIO TOTAL
VOTatiTe
SOTidS 10,125 60,039 28,580 201,982 9,842 310,567
PCBs 0.05 0.83 0.66 0.93 0.09 2.56
Hg 0.07 0.29 0.09 0.73 0.02 1.20
Pb 5.51 . 91.92 9.38 240.13 8.87 355.82
Cu 6.57 18.98 7.27 192.20 5.99 231.01
Zn 15.58 137.39 80.82 1,075.85 24.44 1,334.08
N 6.62 10.94 63.77 130.97 6.49 218.80
Cr 8.64 30.85 30.54 220.69 10.50 301.21
Cd 0.40 1.33 2.97 18.68 0.27 23.65
As 0.45 4.82 1.46 36.60 0.55 43.88
TotaT P 102.59 563.21 281.14 3,322.08 122.11 4,390.13
















PERCENT OF ESTIMATED TOTAL DREDGED MATERIALS POLLUTANT LOADINGS






POLLUTANT SUPERIOR MICHIGAN HURON ERIE ONTARIO GREAT LAKES
VOTatTTe SoTids 51 83 87 73 43 73
PCBS 87 99 92 85 100 92
Hg 42 70 89 52 30 56
Pb 56 83 68 79 41 78
Cu 20 65 73 75 36 67
Zn 45 83 92 82 34 79
NT 38 47 93 62 44 65
Cr 48 62 90 75 57 72
Cd 38 52 91 76 17 72
As 50 58 73 77 14 70
TotaT P 42 78 84 76 32 72
TABLE 13
LAKE SUPERIOR ELEMENTAL LOADINGS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES COMPARED NITH
ESTIMATED ANNUAL LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS (t/year)
TOTAL DIRECT HATER DISPOSED
ELEMENT TOTAL MUNICIPAL & ATMOSPHER102 TOTAL DREDGED DREDGED MATERIALS
TRIBUTARY2 INDUSTRIAL1 MATERIALS LOAD LOAD
P 2,830 391 800 246 143
Hg 15.5 0.13 0.81 0.16 0.09
Pb 1,106 3.7 650 9.8 4.28
Cd 351 3.3 55 1.1 0.7
Cu 1,015 11.6 369 33.5 26.9
Zn 1,372 65.4 - 34.8 19.2
Cr 792 0.79 — 17.9 9.2









LAKE MICHIGAN ELEMENTAL LOADINGS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES COMPARED WITH
ESTIMATED ANNUAL LOADINGS IN DREDGED MATERIALS (t/year)




ELEMENT MUNICIPAL & SHORE TOTAL DREDGED WATER DISPOSED
INDUSTRIAL EROSION ATMOSPHERIC TRIBUTARY MATERIALS DREDGED MATERIALS
P 1,4722 3,7003 1,7003 2,0003 724 161
Hg - - - - 0.4 0.12
Pb 18.9-23.131 2681 1,3051 - 110.5 18.6
Cd 6.5‘ — 43‘ - 2.6 1.3
Cu 23.4-35.4l — 285‘ - 29.1 10.2
Zn 110.8-146.71 - 1,769.l — 165.6 28.2
Cr — - — — 50.1 19.3
Ni - - - - 23.2 12.2
PCB — - 7.6“ .75“ 0.84 <o.01
1SuTIivan et a1. (1980).
2IJC (1979).
3Sonzogni et a). (1979).
“Sonzogni et a1. (1978L
TABLE 15
LAKE HURON ELEMENTAL LOADINGS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES COMPARED WITH




CANADIAN DIRECT ANTHRO— DREDGED WATER DISPOSED
ELEMENT SHORELINE TOTAL MUNICIPAL ATMOS— POGENIC NATURAL TOTAL MATERIALS DREDGED MATERIALS
EROSION1 TRIBUTARY1 & INDUST.“ PHERIC2 LOADING3 LOADING3 LOADING3 LOAD LOADING -
P 131 3,970 271 620 1,460 3,290 4,750 335 53.8
Hg .007 4.4 .122 - 0.34 0.42 0.76 0.11 0.01
Pb 5.3 1,205 8.4 781.6 400 120 520 13.7 4.4
Cd 0.35 796 1.6 79.0 3 5 8 3.3 0.3
Cu 5.2 1,359 14.1 759.7 125 110 235 9.9 2.6
Zn 8.4 1,319 172.8 - 520 275 795 88.0 7.2
Cr 6.0 592 4.8 — - - — 34.1 3.6
Ni 4.2 1,479 11.0 210.0 - — - 68.4 4.7
      
 
   
‘Thomas and Haras (1978).
2IJC (1976).












LAKE ERIE ELEMENTAL LOADINGS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES COMPARED WITH








CANADIAN TOTAL DIRECT WATER DISPOSED
ELEMENT SHORELINE MUNICIPAL & ANTHROPOGENIC NATURAL TOTAL TOTAL DREDGED DREDGED MATERIALS
EROSIONl INDUSTRIAL3 ATMOSPHERIC“ LOADINGl LOADING1 LOADINGl MATERIALS LOAD* LOADING*
P 5,912 6,098 800 5,290 8,793 14,083 4,373 1,051.3










Cd 11 - 150 28 15 43 24.6 5.9










Cr 329 - — - - 879 295.6 74.9
Ni 160 140 - - 772 210.5 79.5
As 85 - — - - 12.12 47.6 11.0
1Thomas and Haras (1978).
2Thomas and Mudroch (1979).
3IJC (1979).
“Acres ConsuIting Services (1977).
*IncIudes Lake St. CIair Ioadings.
TABLE 17
LAKE ONTARIO ELEMENTAL LOADINGS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES COMPARED WITH
ESTIMATED ANNUAL LOADINGS IN DREOGED MATERIALS (t/year)
 
 
CANADIAN TOTAL DIRECT NATER DISPOSED
ELEMENT SHORELINE MUNICIPAL &
ANTHROPOGENIC NATURAL TOTAL
TOTAL DREDGED DREDGED MATERIALS
EROSIONl INDUSTRIAL“ ATMOSPHERIC2 LOADING1 LOADINGl LOADING1 MATERIALS LOAD LOADING
P 777 2,714 480 4,160 3,680 7,840 381 259
Hg 0.028 - — 11.8 0.8 12.6 0.06 0.04
Pb 26.2 - 280 895 95 990 21.5 12.7
Cd 2.1 - 45 20 4 24 1.6 1.3
Cu 26.7 — 72 290 150 440 16.8 10.8
Zn 60.2 - - 2,090 380 2,470 72.3 47.8
Cr 26.2 — - - - 264 18.5 8.0
Ni 24.4 — 19 — — 267 14.6 8.1
AS 3.73 — — - - 19.93 3.8 3.3
PCB - — — — - 0.353 0.09 <0.01
  
 
    
 
lThomas & Haras (1978).
2Acres ConsuIting Services (1977).




It is recognized that pollutant bioavailability and, thus, the impact of
the pollutants, varies widely among the various loading sources. However, for
perspective, pollutant loadings from other sources (e.g. atmospheric deposi-
tion, municipal and industrial diScharges, tributary loadings) have been
canpared to the annual potential loads in dredged materials (i.e. assuming all
dredged materials were dumped in open water) and estimates of the average
annual loads of pollutants in dredged materials actually dumped in the aquatic
environment for the 1975-1979 period (Tables 13 to 17). It should be noted
that, since the loadings for sources other than dredging are derived from
various references using differing methodologies and data bases, they may not
be additive in a mass balance fashion.
The contribution of selected pollutants to each of the Great Lakes basins
is discussed below.
VOLATILE SOLIDS



















Ontario (#18) 18%; and Rouge River, Michigan (#6) 14%. With its overwhelming-
ly large quantity of dredged materials and relatively high average concentra-
tion, Toledo, Ohio has more than twice the total potential load of any other
location with over 500,000 t. Other significant loads are found at Cuyahoga
River/Cleveland, Ohio (234,000 tonnes), Saginaw R., Michigan (148,000) and
Green Bay Harbor, Wisconsin (133,000).




















dredged materials without measured volatile solids concentrations were given,
for the purpose of calculating an estimate of the total volatile solids
burden, an appropriate background concentration from Table 5. This 6%
accounts for 1.5% of the total estimated volatile solids loading in Great
Lakes dredged materials. The total estimated volatile solid loadings (t) to
the Great Lakes by basin and country is:
 
BASIN UNITED STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 83,132 16,532 99,664
Michigan 360,958 - 360,958
Huron 152,884 12,000 164,884
Erie 1,345,408 38,023 1,383,431
Ontario 61,135 53,979 115,114
TOTAL 2,003,517 120,535 2,124,052
    
An estimate of the burden of the volatile solids in the dredged materials
disposed of in the aquatic environment has been compiled by adding the
volatile solids loading associated with dredged materials dumped in open water
with that used for beach nourishment. Basin and country estimates for










VOLATILE SOLIDS (t) DISPOSED OF IN THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 34,467 14,571 49,038
Michigan 60,763 - 60,763
Huron 11,333 10,652 21,985
Erie 369,524 3,999 373,523
Ontario 60,275 5,627 65,902
TOTAL 536,362 34,850 571,213
    
Estimates of the voTatiTe soTid Toad in dredge materiaT removed from the
aquatic environment and pTaced in confined disposaT faciTities or upTand
disposaT sites are sunmarized by country for each Great Lakes basin beTow:
VOLATILE SOLIDS (t) DISPOSED 0F OUT OF THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 48,665 1,961 50,626
Michigan 300,194 — 300,194
Huron 141,551 1,348 142,899
Erie 975,884 34,024 1,009,908
Ontario 860 48,351 49,211
TOTAL 1,467,155 85,684 1,552,839
  
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (P)
0f the 71 Tocations reporting totaT P, the highest average concentrations
were found at Michigan City Harbor, Indiana (#21) 3.7 mg/g; WheatTey, Ontario
(#25) 2.3; and Lorain, Ohio (#1) 2.2. The Targest totaT Toads were caTcuTated
to be at Cuyahoga River/CTeveTand, Ohio (6,300 t) and ToTedo, Ohio (5,800 t).
These two Tocations aTone account for 40% of the totaT Toad in Great Lakes
dredged materiaTs.
The 71 Tocations reporting actuaT sediment anaTyses for totaT phosphorus
represent 84.5% of the materiaTs dredged in the Great Lakes during the
1975-1979 period. The 15.2% of dredged materiaTs for which sediment anaTysis
is unavaiTabTe were given the appropriate background concentration from TabTe
5 and account for 8.6% of the totaT Great Lakes dredged materiaTs totaT P Toad.
The totaT phosphorus Toad (t) in Great Lakes dredged materiaTs by basin
and country is:
31







































































































































































































Michigan 2,816 - 2,816
Huron 1,387 19 1,406
Erie 15,773 837 16,610
Ontario 7 603 611
TOTAL 20,424 1,532 21,956














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































assumed to have no PCB content in calculating total potential loads.
33
 The totaI potentiaI Ioad (1975-1979) (t) to the Great Lakes by basin
country is:
BASIN UNITED STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 0.27 <0.01 0.27
Michigan 4.20 0.00 4.20
Huron 3.61 <0.01 3.61
Erie 5.41 <0.01 5.42
Ontario 0.29 0.17 0.47
TOTAL 13.78 0.19 13.97
   
and
 
The direct Toad (1975-1979) (t) to the Great Lakes by basin and country is:
   
PCB (t) DISPOSED OF IN THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 0.03 <0.01 0.04
Michigan 0.03 - 0.03
Huron 0.29 <0.01 0.29
Erie 0.80 <0.01 0.80
Ontario <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
TOTAL 1.15 0.01 1.16
  
.An estimate of PCB Toad in dredged materiaIs pIaced in confined disposaI
fac111t1es or upIand disposaI sites is sunmarized by country for each Great
Lake basin beIow:
PCB (t) DISPOSED OF OUT OF THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA ' TOTAL
Superior 0.24 <0.01 0.24
Michigan 4.17 - 4.17
Huron 3.31 <0.01 3.31
Erie 4.62 0.01 4.63
Ontario 0.29 0.17 0.47
TOTAL 12.63 0.18 12.82
 
MERCURY (HG)
    
0f the 69 locations reporting mercury, the highest average concentrations
are found in the Detroit River ChanneTs, Michigan (#10) 1.2 ug/g; Chenai
Ecarte, Ontario (#27) 1.1 ug/g; Ashtabuia Harbor, Ohio (#3) 1.1 ug/g and








































































































materials dredged during the 1975-1979 period.





























































































































































     
Basin estimates of mercury load to the aquatic environment are presented
below by country:
MERCURY (t) DISPOSED OF IN THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 0.34 0.12 0.45
Michigan 0.62 - 0.62
Huron 0.04 0.02 0.06
Erie 3.37 0.01 3.38
Ontario 0.18 0.02 0.20
TOTAL 4.55 0.17 4.72



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The 70 locations reporting lead values represent 88.4% of the total
materials dredged during the study period. The 11.6% of dredged materials for
which sediment analysis was unavailable was given appropriate background
concentrations from Table 5 and this accounts for 2.88% of the total lead load
(t) reported by basin below:
 
BASIN UNITED STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 39.58 9.38 48.97
Michigan 552.70 - 552.70
Huron 50.33 18.37 68.70
Erie 1,474.10 41.42 1,515.53
Ontario 62.81 44.89 107.70
TOTAL 2,179.52 114.08 2,293.60
     
The direct load (t) to the Great Lakes by basin from dredging disposed in
open water dumping operations and beach nourishment projects is summarized
below:
LEAD (t) DISPOSED OF IN THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL
Superior 15.64 5.76 21.41
Michigan 93.10 - 93.10
Huron 4.95 16.84 21.79
Erie 307.74 7.12 314.86
Ontario 59.10 4.24 63.34
TOTAL 480.54 33.96 514.50
    
The potential lead load (t) removed from the Great Lakes through dredged
materials disposal in confined facilities or upland disposal is summarized
below:
 
LEAD (t) DISPOSED OF OUT OF THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
UNITED
BASIN STATES CANADA TOTAL-
Superior 23.94 3.62 27.56
Michigan 459.60 - 459.60
Huron 45.38 1.53 46.91
Erie 1,166.36 34.31 1,200.67
Ontario 3.71 40.65 44.36
TOTAL 1,698.98 80.11 1,779.10






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL 114.30 3.95 118.24




















The cadmium load to Lake Superior from water disposal of dredged materials
is only 21% of the load from direct municipal and industrial discharges and,
in comparison to atmospheric or tributary cadmiumloading, the dredged
materials loadings are small (0.2% the size of tributary loads and 1.3% the
size of atmospheric loadings). The total potential dredged materials load to
Lake Superior reflects a similar pattern as there is little difference between
water disposed dredged material cadmium loads and total potential dredged
materials loads (see Table 13).
The cadmium load to Lake Michigan from water disposal of dredged materials




















potential dredged materials load to Lake Michi an is less than direct munici-
pal and industrial loading (about 40% as large? and only 6% as large as atmos-







































or atmospheric loading (0.04%, 18.8%, and 0.38%, respectively). The total
potential dredged materials load is a significant portion of the total lake



























































ing. This load is about half the size of the load from Canadian shoreline
erosion and about 4% the size of atmospheric cadmium loadings to the lake.
The total potential dredged materials cadmium load is about 56% of the
estimated total lake loading, about 16% of the magnitude of atmospheric inputs
and over twice the size of Canadian shoreline erosion cadmium loadings.
The cadmium load to Lake Ontario from water disposal of dredged materials
represents about 5% of the estimated total lake load. It is small in
comparison to atmospheric loads (about 3% the size) but is over 60% the size
of Canadian shoreline erosion loads. The total potential dredged materials'
cadmium load is similar in size to the water disposed dredged materials load
(see Table 17).
COPPER (cu)
Of the 53 locations reporting copper analyses, the highest average
concentrations were found at Lac Labelle, Michigan (#24) 1,118 ug/g;
Keweenaw Waterway, Michi an (#7) 711 ug/g; Lorain, Ohio (#6) 244 ug/g; and
Monroe, Michigan (#2) 22 ug/g.
The largest total load, 338 t, was associated with Cuyahoga River -
Cleveland, Ohio dredging (20% of total estimated Great Lakes dredged materials
load). Large loads Were associated with dredging at Monroe, Michigan - 210 t
(12% of total load); Toledo, Ohio - 176 t (10% of total load); and Rouge
River, Michigan - 107 t (6% of total load). These four locations account for



















































































































































































































Great Lakes by basin are:
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































about 19% the size of atmospheric copper loading and about 48% the size of
Canadian shoreline erosion loading. The total potential dredged materials




















loadings (see Table 16).
The copper load to Lake Ontario from water disposal of dredged materials













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL 544.81 31.53 576.35

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































indication of where problem areas may be found.
49 l
 
 5. Guidelines for Project Evaluation
The Dredging Subcommittee has identified the following guidelines which
should be considered in a site-specific review of a dredging project on the
Great Lakes. For the most part the guidelines recognize existing review
programs operative on the Great Lakes and consider procedures used elsewhere
to assess dredging activities, e.g. ocean dumping legislation of the United
States and Canada. The essential components of an evaluation are presented in
Figure 4 and each of the ten steps are subsequently elaborated on. The in-
formation is not intended to be all-inclusive and'essential references are
provided to assist the reader in seeking clarification. The sequence of steps
identified in the flow chart is not necessarily the most desirable, but may be
dictated by existing knowledge, i.e. use of bioassessment is a preferred eval-
uative tool, but methodologies are still in the development stage.
HISTORICAL AND ECOLOGICAL EVALUATION
A brief historical review of dredging activities at a particular site is
necessary for adequate and prompt project evaluation. Historical information
for a particular dredging project should address the following: dredging fre-
quency and extent, quantities of sediments, physical and chemical character-
istics of sediments, known or suspected sources and types of potential sed-
iment contaminants, past dumping sites of dredged sediments and the benefits
and costs.
There are a number of economic variables that will be involved in any pro—
ject evaluation. In addition to the economic concerns relating to the main-
tenance of navigation depths for shipping and port viability, the substantial
costs of confined disposal necessitate the careful consideration of dredged
material disposal options.
An ecological overview of a dredging or disposal site should include some
assessment of rare or endangered plant and animal species and their habitats.
However, for the most part ecological evaluations should focus on the common
and/or important or potentially important species of an area and the con-
ditions that support or enhance their well-being. Migrations and reproductive
periods of animals dependent on aquatic resources should be considered in
dredging evaluations. Any known elevated levels of heavy metals or synthetic
organic compounds in the aquatic biota of the area should be documented.
Existing information on abnormal rates and types of tumor formation in aquatic
animals should be considered. Water quality in a project area should be known
and changes estimated either during or following dredging.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SEDIMENTS
The characterization of sediment particle size and composition is of great
importance in determining potential uses and contamination levels. Sand and


























































































especially organic sediments of planktonic origin, will usually contain the
highest levels of contaminants in a given area. Plankton tend to remove heavy
metals and fat soluble synthetic organic compounds from the water column and
carry them to the bottom when they die. Non-biotic removal of contaminants
from the water column results from chemical precipitation, binding to fine
inorganic particles and complexing with dissolved organic substances.
ON-SITE EVALUATIONS
Sediment samples can generally be evaluated for possible contamination or
uses at the time of collection based on the classification in Table 18, and
such additional information as odours (normal, sewage, chemical, petroleum,
etc.), the presence of oil and grease, and unusual deposits or colour that











256 to 64 nm or 10" to 2.5"
64-32 mm or 2.5" to 1.2"
32—8 nm or 1.2" to 0.3"
8-2 nm
 





Clays (<0.0078 mm) Smooth, slick texture, sticks to
fingers
Marl Gray, fragments of shells and Chara
Detritus Wood, sticks, undecayed coarse plant material
Fibrous Peat Partially decomposed plant remains
Pulpy Peat Finely divided plant remains, green-brown
Muck Black, very finely divided plant material
  
Modified from Roelofs (1944) and Wentworth (1922).
LABORATORY EVALUATION
Analyses of sediment particle size and organic carbon content of samples
can be made in the laboratory to further ascertain the possible uses of dredg-
ed sediments. Analyses can be carried out by routine wet or dry sieving tech-
53
      
      
      
    
    
    
    
     
  
          
       
      
  
      
  
    
   
  
niques, centrifuging, drying, weighing and ignition in a muffle furnace to
determine organic matter content or by other suitable methods to determine
total organic carbon. Sediments can be characterized as percentages of var-
ious particle size using the categories in Table 18. Sediment data can also
be expressed on the basis of phi size if further statistical analysis is
required (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938).
Detailed sediment analysis for particle size and organic matter content
not only allow judgments to be made about possible uses, but indicate the
possible impacts in areas of potential sediment disposal. Sediments with
significant organic content could benefit open lake benthic communities which
lack readily available energy sources. Coarser sediments placed in the open
lake such as boulders and gravel, could be a valuable substrate not only for
benthic animals but also for spawning sites for various fish species. I
However, disposal of sediments of a character different from that found at the
disposal site can have substantial adverse impacts on the existing benthic
community (see Appendix 2).
NO CONTAMINATION
Dredged material with an absence of appreciable contamination may be ex-
cluded from further evaluation if it meets one of the following guidelines:
a) material is composed predominantly of sand, gravel and rock and/or
the material is found in areas of high current or wave energy such as
streams with large bed loads or shoreline areas with shifting bars
and channels;
b) material is for beach nourishment or restoration and is composed pre-






c) material proposed for dumping is substantially the same in physical
and chemical properties as the sedimentary materials at the proposed
disposal site (where no chemical problems have been identified) and
d)
proposed dredging and disposal operations are identical to a past
activity which had been subjected to environmental review and no
significant contamination has been known to have occurred in the
meantime.
POSSIBLE CONTAMIIATION
Insufficient information is available on the quality of the sediments and




The bulk analysis of sediments involves the determination of total con-
centrations of sediment constituents and does not recognize possible fractions
of the sediment contaminant load that are available and detrimental to either
water quality or the aquatic biota. To date, few cause-effect relationships
     


































































































































tentative relationships between observed benthic organism mortality and the
bulk sediment classification system of EPA.





































































































































































































































































ious trace e ements according to their present or potential status as an
environmental hazard. An element was included if it had the potential for
transformation to a toxic methylated form or if the sediments and organisms
were enriched with the element. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were added
to Category I and an additional category was established for phosphorus.
The list of parameters in Table 19 is not all-inclusive and the sediments
should be characterized chemically as completely as possible. Additional
chemical characterization of sediments may be needed depending upon the nature
of the watershed and information gathered during the historical and ecological
evaluations (see EPA and MOE guidelines in Appendix 3 for additional param-
eters). Concern should be focused on the persistent organics which are being
identified in the Great Lakes Basin.
In an interpretation of sediment chemical data the following site-specific
considerations are relevant:
a) chemical quality of sediments at a proposed offshore disposal site;
b) some investigators have identified contaminant enrichment of surf-




AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS (DRY WT.)
0F SUPFICIAL SEDIMENT CONSTITUENTS IN THE GREAT LAKES
 
LME LME LME LME LME
ONTARIO ERIE HURON MICHIGAN SUPERIOR
CATEGORY I
ug/g
PCBs 0.07700891 0.07402521 0.00900331 0.00972 0.0301
Mercury 0.653 (0.07) 0.58“ (0.08) 0.22” (0.08) 0.107 (0.06) 0.08“ (0.07)
Lead 1063 (30) 112“ (28) 49“ (22) 4O6 (19) 44“ (21)
CATEGORY II
ug/g
Arsenic 3.33 3.26 1.1“ 10.55 (5.3) 1 7
Cadmium 2.53 (1.3) 2.57 (1.1) 1.4“ (0.7) 0.95 1 2“ (0.6)
Selenuim 1.06 0.796 0.96 1.28 (1.8)8 O 66
CATEGORY III
ug/g
Copper 503 (44) 397 (29) 32“ (41) 225 (21) 82“ (62)
Zinc 1927 (105) 1777 (98) 62“ (83) 975 (74) 97“ (106)
Chromium 483 537 32“ (36) 465 (62) 163“ (51)




Phosphorus* 0.9107 0.9607 0.5707 0.6509 0.6107
      
*Total phosphorus as P.
)Values in parentheses denote average natural or pre—colonial concentrations from depositional
zones as determined by Kemp and Thomas (1976); Kemp et al. (1978); Frye and Shimp (1973). Lake
Michigan values are calculated from Cahill (1981) and Frye and Shimp (1973).
lPLUARG (1978).
2R. Frank, R. L. Thomas, H. E. Braun, D. L. Gross and T. T. Davies. "Organo Chlorine Insecticides
and PCB in Surficial Sediments of Lake Michigan (1975)" J. of G. L. Research, VII (1): 42-50.
Int'l. Assoc. of G. L. Res. 1981.
3ImpTementation Cannittee Report to the Water Quality Board (1977).
“Implementation Committee Report to the Water Quality Board (1978).
5Cahill (1981).
(“Traversy et al. (1975).
'7International Working Group Report (1975).
8Cahill (personai comrunication).
9Frye and Shimp (1973).
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 Lake Ontario - Hg, Pb, Zn, Cd, Cu Kemp and Thomas, 1976
Lake Erie - Hg, Pb, Zn, Cd, Cu Kemp and Thomas, 1976
Lake Michigan- Hg, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cr (Leland et al., 1973)
Lake Huron - Pb, Zn, Ni, Cd (Kemp et al., 1978)
Lake Superior- Hg, Pb, Cu, Cd (Kemp et al., 1978)
 
c) significance of the dredging activity in aggravating offshore
sediment quality relative to other identified point and diffuse
sources of sediments and contaminants and
d) significance of controlling the dredging activity relative to other




The elutriate test is intended to simulate the dredging and disposal pro-
cess. The test consists of mixing one part of sediment from the dredging site
with four parts of water (volume basis) from the dredging site, shaking vigor—
ously for 30 minutes then allowing settling for one hour. Centrifugation and
filtration (0.45 p filter) follow. The resulting filtered water is called
the elutriate (Environmental Effects Laboratory, 1976).
APPLICATION
The elutriate is intended to represent the dissolved, immediately-releas-
able fraction of the various chemical constituents in the dredged material as
the material passes through the water column following disposal. The elut-
riate concentrations, the dissolved concentrations at the proposed disposal
site, applicable water quality standards and IJC water quality objectives are
used together with physical characteristics of the disposal site and disposal
method to calculate the mixing zone theoretically needed to dilute the dredged
material discharge to an acceptable level. The calculated mixing zone is com-
pared to the geographical limits of the authorized disposal site to determine
whether the discharge will meet the applicable standards or objectives at the
perimeter of the authorized disposal site (Environmental Effects Laboratory,
976 .
COMPARISON OF ELUTRIATE TEST RESULTS WITH ACTUAL RELEASES UPON DISPOSAL
Contaminants consistently released from sediments in the elutriate test
include manganese and ammonia (Lee, 1976) as well as TKN and COD (Kizlauskas,
1979), and contaminants frequently released include TOC, arsenic and phenols,
(Kizlauskas, 1979). For comparison, contaminants consistently released in
actual disposal operations include manganese and ammonia (Wright, 1978), in
general agreement with the elutriate test as noted above. However, in actual
disposal operations, phosphorus is also found to be frequently released and
TOC and arsenic infrequently released, in contrast to the elutriate test























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Before biological evaluations of sediment quality can be employed, stand-


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EVALUATION OF DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL OPTIONS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































for non-food crops (e.g. tree and sod farms) may be preferred.
RECREATIONAL


























































































































































































vide such conditions through careful placement of dredged material so as to
produce a suitable bottom topography. Uncontaminated material can be placed
on the lake bottom in the form of submerged reefs or random hummocks. Whether
or not the need exists to armour these areas with rock or similar material is
dependent upon the nature of the material to be placed, the depth at which it
is placed and the water currents in the area.
Much the same effect can be achieved with confined contaminated material
in the form of barrier reefs. Prolonged high water levels and storm induced
wave action along many beaches of the Great Lakes have created severe shore-
line erosion and wetlands degradation. Well planned placement of confined
disposal facilities and barrier reefs will not only stop this degradation but
would result in the restoration of the marsh habitat. These reefs must be
armoured with large stone riprap to protect the integrity of the confinement
area. An example of such a use can be found at Point Mouillee in the western
basin of Lake Erie where a 700 acre containment area is being developed to
protect a large waterfowl marsh managed by the State of Michigan.
Frequently, dredging projects in the Great Lakes are located in the fly-
ways of migratory waterfowl and other aquatic birds. Disposal areas, properly
planned and vegetated, can produce eXcellent avian habitat and resting sites
(Scots and Landin, 1978). Some of these sites can be extended to other wild-
life and upland habitat uses (Hunt et al., 1978).
Another use which has not been fully explored in the Great Lakes concerns
the development of wetland habitat (U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station, 1978). The concern for the loss of wetland habitat in the Great
Lakes would make this an attractive alternative, particularly in an area like
Lake St. Clair.
WATERWAY DEVELOPMENT
Disposal areas will also aid in the expansion of many harbour facilities,
such as docks, slips and possibly marinas. Uses can also be extended to
breakwaters and flood control structures. As in the discussion of barrier
reefs above, care must be exercised to ensure that the integrity of these
types/of structures is maintained, not only because of the contaminants con-
fined within, but for the safety of the people and property being protected.
Dredged material has been used for navigational purposes in the St.
Lawrence River to create islands for the retention of ice outside the naviga-
tion channel.
BEACH NOURISHMENT
Clean, dredged sand is ideal for nourishing beaches which have been eroded
by wave action. Although most hopper dredges are limited to depths of 18 feet
or greater, the use of sand by-pass equipment can move the sand to the shallow
areas along the shoreline. Care must be taken to ensure that valuable fish
habitat is not impacted in such a program.
RE-USE
Uncontaminated sand can also be stockpiled for future uses in construc-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Great Lakes and the Great Lakes Drainage Basin", published by the IJC




















Eutrophication: Causes, Consequences, and Correctives, Washington, D.C.,
National Academy of Science, 1969, pp. 150—187.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Technical Report 0-78-36, 1978.
Harrison, J. E. and L. C. Chisholm. "Identification of Objectionable
Environmental Conditions and Issues Associated with Confined Disposal %
Areas." Vicksburg, Mississippi, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station. Contract Report D-74-4, 1974.



















Land Disposal Areas," Vicksburg, Mississippi, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station. Technical Report 0—78-24, 1978.
Hunt, L. J., et al. "Upland Habitat Development with Dredged Material:
Engineering and Plant Propagation," Vicksburg, Mississippi, U.S. Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. Technical Report D-78-17, 1978.
International Joint Commission (1979). "Inventory of Major Municipal and
Industrial Point Source Discharges in the Great Lakes Basin",
International Joint Commission, Great Lakes Water Quality Board, Remedial
Programs Subcommittee, IJC Great Lakes Regional Office, Windsor, Ontario.



















Upper Lakes Reference Group, Windsor, Ontario.
International Joint Commission. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1978,
Windsor, Ontario, International Joint Commission, 1978.
International Joint Commission, Water Quality Board. Status on the Persistent
Toxic Pollutants in the Lake Ontario Basin, 1977.
 
International Working Group on the Abatement and Control of Pollution from
Dredging Activities. Report, 1975.
Kemp, A.L.W. and R.L. Thomas (1976), "Cultural Impact on the Geochemistry of
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FINAL SUMMARY - THE DREDGED MATERIAL RESEARCH PROGRAM*
Although all research activity under the Dredged Material Research Program
(DMRP) ended on schedule in March of last year, it has taken since then to
complete publication of the more than 250 detailed technical reports and 21
synthesis documents. The complete wrap-up of the DMRP is in sight but notyet
actually achieved in that the single-volume summary report and the‘
accompanying index and retrieval system are still in publication with
distribution scheduled within the next several months.
As the first part of the final report, there is a concise narrative
sunmary aimed at the manager/executive whose activities and responsibilities
call for an overview of the significance and utility of the research results
rather than detailed findings. Because of the extent of this audience, the
sumnary from the final report is presented in this issue of the Information
Exchange Bulletin, amended with marginal key words to further assist the
reader in pinpointing areas of special interest.
*From U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Dredged Material Research Notes, News,











At the beginning of this decade, the concern over the
environmental impacts of dredging to maintain navigable
waterways and harbors and the disposal of the dredged
material reached the stage where Federal legislation was
necessary. However, it was recognized that the technical
base on which the initial legislation was based was
inadequate--existing information was limited to
site-specific studies that permitted only inferences that
the open-water disposal of polluted dredged sediments
presumably must be harmful to the environment. It was in
this context that the need for a comprehensive nationwide
research program was recognized and authorized by Congress
(Public Law 91-611).
Responding to this need for more basic information on
all types of dredged material disposal and possible
alternatives to existing methods, the Corps of Engineers
undertook the Dredged Material Research Program (DMRP) via
the Waterways Experiment Station in Vicksburg,
Mississippi. Initiated in 1973, the DMRP was accomplished
in the planned 5-year time frame at a cost of $32.8
million. Highly interdisciplinary in nature, it was a
tightly managed, basically contracted (70% of total
research funds), extensively coordinatedffort involving
more than 250 individual studies. These consisted of a
planned and phased mixture of conceptual, laboratory, and
field studies in association with actual scheduled Corps
projects designed to understand the processes and
mechanisms involved in environmental impacts. To an extent
not possible previously, this generic approach was intended
to permit the development of much-needed methods for
predicting effects before a project is carried out or a
permit issued under regulatory functions.
The DMRP was designed to be as broadly applicable as
possible on a national basis with no major type of dredging
activity or region or environmental setting excluded. It
thus resulted in methods of evaluating the physical,
chemical, and biological impacts of a variety of disposal
alternatives--in water, on land, or in wetland areas--and
produced tested, viable, cost-effective methods and
guidelines for reducing the impacts of conventional
disposal alternatives. At the same time, it demonstrated
the viability and limits of feasibility of new disposal
alternatives, including the productive use of dredged
material as a natural resource.
Before summarizing the more significant finds of the
DMRP, it is important to note that extensive efforts were
taken to ensure effective information dissemination and
technology transfer. In addition to a wide variety of
publications designed to meet the varying requirements of



































several interagency coordinating and planning committees.





and into the criteria and guidelines
developed
for regulatory programs.
In the latter case,
both the
Section 103 (Public Law 92-532)
and 404 (Public Law 92-500)










so as efforts progress to prepare technical implementation
manuals for both programs.
To those concerned with national
or regional
planning
and policy formulation, there are two extremely important
fundamental conclusions that can be drawn from the DMRP.
The first
is that there
is no single disposal
alternative
that presumptively is suitable for a region or a group of
projects.
Correspondingly, there is no single disposal
alternative that presumptively results in impacts of such
nature that it can be categorically dismissed from
consideration. Put in different terms, there is no
inherent effect or characteristic of an alternative that
rules it out of consideration from a technical standpoint
prior
to specific on-site evaluation.
This holds true for
open-water disposal, confined upland disposal, habitat
development, or any other alternative.
Specific on-site evaluations mean that each project
must be considered on a case-by-case basis. It is not
technically sound, for example, to make the general
statements that ocean disposal must be phased out or that
all material in the Great Lakes classified as polluted must
be confined behind dikes. To do this would be contrary to
research results that have indicated that there can be
situations where there is greater probability of adverse
environmental impacts from confined disposal than from
open-water disposal. Yet, in other situations such as when
certain types of contaminants are present, confined
disposal may provide the greatest amount of environmental
protection.
Implications of this conclusion from a management
point of view are fully recognized. Case-by-case
evaluations are time consuming and expensive and may
seriously complicate advanced planning and funding
requests. Nevertheless, from a technical point of view,
situations can be envisioned where tens of millions of
dollars may have been or could be spent for alternatives
that contribute to adverse environmental effects rather
than reduce them.
The second basic conclusion is that environmental
considerations are acting more strongly than possibly any
















lasting, effective solution to disposal problems. No
longer can disposal alternatives be planned independently
for each dredging operation for multiple projects in a
given area. While each project may require a different
specific solution, the interrelationships must be evaluated
from a holistic perspective and thought given to when
particular disposal alternatives may have to be replaced
with others as conditions change. Regional disposal
management plans not only offer greater opportunities for
environmental protection ultimately at reduced project
cost, but also meet with greater public acceptance once
they are agreed upon.
Considering first the specific findings with regard
to the effects of open-water disposal, the physical
effects--the logical and easily predicted physical
effects--are with few exceptions more important than
chemical or biological effects. Physical effects include
the smothering of a clam bed, the disruption of a flow
pattern, a change in salinity, or a similar effect. These
possible consequences of disposal operations are
persistent, often irreversible, and compounding. However,
they are infrequent and can be avoided with the judicious
application of evaluative proceduresavailable under
guidance for the Section 404 and 103 programs. More
intense evaluations of physical impacts traditionally
have relied on physical hydraulic models, but the DMRP
developed mathematical models that can also be used for
certain needed predictions. Specifically, a partially
verified and tested math model is now available to predict
the short-term fate or dispersion of barge and hopper
dredge dumped material as well as pipeline dredged material
in ocean, estuarine, lake, and river environments. An
unverified sediment transport model for the long-term and
ultimate fate of these deposits is now available.
Contrary to much public, scientific, and governmental
opinion, the deep ocean, when analyzed in a detailed
objective fashion, is not everywhere a fragile environment
totally unacceptable for dredged material disposal. A
significant contract study concluded that, should the
economic and technological aspects be favorable, extensive
deep ocean areas are more environmentaly acceptable for
disposal than are some highly productive continental shelf
areas, especially for contaminated materials.
Turning to inland and coastal areas, the DMRP achieved
definitive results that soundly substantiate that most
widely held fears over the short-term release of
contaminants to disposal site waters are unfounded. As
long as the geochemical environment is not basically
changed, most contaminants are not released from the


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































technical reasons why confined disposal could be less
effective in protecting water quality or organisms. These
include the change in the geochemical environment that
could lead to an enhanced release of contaminants and the
difficulty in retaining the finer grained particles in
environmental settings where they are likely to have
greater impact when released (e.g., wetlands or small
streams). Also, it should not be overlooked that confined
facilities are expensive, of finite life, and result in a
permanent change in the physical landscape, often in
conflict with land-use and management plans.
Irrespective of the alternative decision, if a
confined disposal area is to be constructed, it must be
designed, built, and operated in such a way as to achieve
maximum effective capacity and satisfactory effluent
quality. Unfortunately, historically, neither of these
basic objectives has been met by most of the facilities
that have been built. These objectives are by no means
mutually incompatible and the reasons they have not been
met involve lack of technical knowledge as well as policy
and institutional factors such as cost, funding sources,
and diffused construction and management responsibilities.
The DMRP developed and issued in report and manual
form a variety of guidance and information that should
largely alleviate the technical knowledge limitation. No
longer is it necessary to rely primarily on "rules of
thumb" and personal experience. Specific guidelines were
prepared for designing containment areas with appropriate
storage capacities, surface areas, and shapes; designing



















landscaping containment areas; and controlling problems
such as mosquito breeding and noxious odors.








































These are admittedly the materials most difficult to retain
in an area, but if they can be, the effluents should be
essentially nontoxic except for occasional situations where
nutrient levels and oxygen depletion may be excessive.
The guidance mentioned above contains specific
information on how disposal site retention times can be
maximized; however, there are cases where sites are simply
incapable of providing adequate retention. Addressing
these situations, studies found that coagulants and
flocculents can be quite effective for effluent treatment,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































field situations have demonstrated that uses within the
site for purposes such as haul road construction and dike
















Dredged material is also a substance that can be used
to create or improve wildlife habitats--examples of this
already exist in nearly all parts of the country. However,
it is known that the past occurrences were primarily
accidental rather than planned. Realizing that even the
most productive habitats sometimes can be out of place
within an ecosystem, the DMRP concentrated on understanding
the natural processes and developing guidelines on exactly
what should be done, where and when, and what are the
relevant considerations in all phases from site selection
to follow-up management.
Certain basic studies were concerned with wetland
plant productivity from two points of view. Knowing the
relative productivity of a species is one factor in
selecting those suitable for planting at a habitat
development project. It is also one factor in the
extremely difficult problem of determining the value of a
wetland being evaluated as a disposal site. Studies
showed, for example, that the productivity of several
so-called minor species is greater than anticipated and the
ability of at least one species to recover from burial
beneath dredged material up to 9 inches thick is greater
than expected. This information will be helpful in
selecting areas and methods of disposal should a wetland
area have to be used for disposal.
Considerable attention was given to the uptake of
chemical contaminants by marsh plants as an obvious concern
in decisions on developing marsh habitat using dredged
material. Uptake was found to occur in different ways and
at different rates in most plant species, but the amounts
of contaminants involved were not so large as to cause
major concern. The question of how much uptake is too much
was not resolved and is not likely to be anytime soon;
however, evaluations of uptake should be made with an
awareness of the natural functioning of a wetland system as
a contaminant processor. The end product sought by the
research was a test that can be used to predict the pattern
of uptake from a particular type of material. To this end,
it was largely, but not entirely, successful since certain










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































should one overlook the real dangers of placing saline
dredged material in freshwater areas.
Considering productive uses of dredged material, the


























































but they can be ideally suited for recreational





































































































































































































inherent benefit of doing so and the probability of being
able to acquire new sites more easily.

























































































































































































ONTARIO MOE AND U.S. EPA REGION V DREDGED SEDIMENT GUIDELINES
A. ONTARIO MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF MARINE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES































Each proposaT to dredge wiTT be reviewed for its water quaTity
impTications with consideration being given to the foTTowing factors:
PhysicaT, chemicaT and bioTogicaT quaTity of materiaT to be dredged.
Quantity of materiaT to be dredged.
Location and dredging site in reTation to other water users
(incTuding fish and wdeTife habitat).




Type of equipment to be used in dredging.
Existing quality of water in the vicinity of the dredging site.
Frequency of maintenance dredging.
SpoiTs DisposaT in Open Water
 
Each proposaT for open water disposaT of dredged SpoiTs wiTT be reviewed
for its water quaTity and use impTications with consideration being given to
the foTTowing factors:
PhysicaT, chemicaI and bioTogicaT quaTity of the dredged spoiTs.
Quantity of materiaT to be dredged.
Location of the disposaT site in reTation to other waterusers
(including fish and wdeTife).
PhysicaT characteristics of the watercourse at the disposaT site such
as depth and currents.
Existing and potentiaT quaTity and use of the water in the disposaT
area.
Existing quality of the sediments in the disposaT area.
Type of equipment to be used in transporting the spoiTs to the
disposaT area and method of deposition of the spoiTs.
Duration of disposaT operations.
Frequency of use of disposaT site.




The following parameter levels given in % dry weight and mg/g are used as
guidelines* to suggest that contamination of the material to be dredged has
occurred.
LEVELS
PARAMETER % DRY WT. mg/g
Percent loss on ignition at
6000C (Organic Content)
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (as N)
Total Phosphorus (as P)
Oil and Grease (ether or
chloroform solubles) 0.15 1.5
Total Mercury 0.00003 0.3 ug/g
Even though sediments may have concentrations of the parameters lower than
the stated guidelines, they may be deemed unsuitable for open water disposal
on the basis of one or more of the following tests: settleability, sulphides,
trace metals (including but not limited to iron, cadmium, lead, copper, zinc,
chromium, arsenic, and nickel), pesticides and bioassay test for toxicity.
Conversely, sediment with higher levels may be suitable for open water
disposal in some circumstances. Since sediment quality is only one factor
considered in spoils disposal. (sic) It is possible that dredged material
meeting all of the above quality requirements will be rejected for open water
disposal based on review of the other factors outlined previously in the
Spoils Disposal in Open Water Section.
Spoils Disposal on Land or in Dyked Areas
Each proposal to dispose of dredged spoils on land or in dyked areas will
be reviewed for its water quality implications with consideration being given
to the following factors:
Adequacy of dyked structure to contain spoils under forces of lateral
pressure, seepage, and/or erosion. (This does not imply that the
Ministry is responsible for the structural integrity of dykes, etc.).
The quality and quantity of any supernatant draining to a watercourse.
Adequancy of native soils for containment of contaminants (including
protection of groundwater quality).
In some instances, treatment of the supernatant from a disposal area may
be required. This treatment could be physical (settling or filtration),
*These guidelines are continually reviewed in the light of data being obtained
from dredging projects on water quality and water use effects and in light of





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- possible over dredging (i.e., where slightly greater than
anticipated volume of material is removed);
expansion of dredged material (excavated vs in situ volume);
rate of dredging;
- the detention time required for adequate settling;
- rate of seepage (where allowed) through dykes; and,
- runoff of effluent of acceptable quality.
Provisions must be made for foundation and embankment settlement to
ensure adequate freeboard to prevent overtopping by waves.




Trees, stumps, etc. in the path of the dykes should normally be
cleared and grubbed.
Subsurface conditions should indicate the need for overburden or
organic material removal.
Access roads should be clearly defined and adjacent areas should not
be subjected to unnecessary traffic or trampling.
The design features of the dyke must be such that it will not impose
excessive stresses upon the foundation.
The slopes of the dykes must be stable under all construction and
operational conditions.
Dyke design should incorporate features that would minimize possible
failures due to sinking or spreading.
i) Dykes built on shore close to rivers or streams should be
located such that they will not result in later displacement of
the river or stream bank.
ii) Although not normally condoned, the dyke or containment area
built into a watercourse should not restrict natural streamflow
to the degree that upstream water levels will be raised or back
waters created.
Use of heavy construction machinery should be restricted as much as
possible to areas directly associated with the project.
In instances where equipment other than pipeline dredges are to be
used, necessary additional facilities must be constructed, e.g.,




The diameter of the inflow pipeline or the rate of pumping should be























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 FNPCA CHICAGO AUGUST 1968
DEGREE 0F POLLUTION OF HARBOUR SEDIMENTS (mg/kg DRY WT.)
PARAMETER LIGHT MODERATE HEAVY
Ammonia N 0-25 mg/kg 25-75 over 75
COD 0-40,000 40,000—120,000 over 120,000
Total Iron 0-8,000 8,000- 13,000 over 13,000
Lead 0-40 40-60 over 60
Oil & Grease 0-1,000 1,000-2,000 over 2,000
Phenol 0-0.26 0.26-0.60 over 0.60
Total Phosphorus 0-100 100-300 over 300
Sulphide 0-20 20-60 over 60
% Volatile Solids 0-5% 5—8% over 8%
Zinc 0-90 90-200 over 200
Following essentially the same procedure, the Cleveland FNPCA office
published a table in March 1969, to indicate what would be unacceptable for
dumping in Lake Erie.
FWPCA CLEVELAND 1969
SEDIMENT CHEMICAL CRITERIA — NOT ACCEPTABLE WHEN ONE OR
MORE EXCEEDS THE FOLLOWING LIMITS (FOR DUMPING IN LAKE ERIE)








By 1971 these tables had been combined as the Jensen criteria and adopted
by the new Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for use across the nation in
either fresh or marine waters, to determine the suitability of open water
spoils disposal as shown below:
EPA'1971
When concentrations, in sediments, of one or more of the following
pollution parameters exceed the limits expressEH Below, the sediment will be


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PARAMETER % DRY NT.
Percent loss on ignition at
600°C (Organic Content) 6.0
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 5.0
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (as N) 0.2
Total Phosphorus (as P) 0.1




















































































































The guidelines are based on a bulk sediment analysis.
Changes in
substrate type may dramatically change the concentration of
contaminants without necessarily indicating any additional
contaminant input, simply because contaminants are associated
primarily with the fines (clay size fraction).
2)
The individual parameter levels are empirically derived and relate
more to some incremental change above background levels for the
nearshore zone of the Great Lakes, than to a level related to known
adverse effects on biota.
Most of the parameters have been selected
on the basis of harbour studies, where they appear together with a
large number of other chemicals in known and unknown quantities, so
that the synergistic effects between parameters are not adequately
understood.
3)
Individual parameter levels may be exceeded under natural conditions
e.g., organic content in marsh sediments, metals in some areas of
mineralization.
Sufficient sampling should be undertaken to











contaminants is poorly understood.
Direct uptake of PCBs and mercury
has been demonstrated from sediments to fish under
lab conditions but




has recommended the establishment















































ranges of pollution as shown below:
EPA 1977 GUIDELINES



























































































































































































































































































































*Lower limits not established
PROCEDURES


























proposal on water quality and water use in the area.
CLEAN SPOILS


































































































































































































































































































































fibre through porous berms.
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based on 260 samples from 34 harbors sampled during 1974 and 1975.
NONPOLLUTED MODERATELY POLLUTED HEAVILY POLLUTED
(mg/kg dry weight)
  
Ammonia <75 75-200 >200
Cyanide <0.10 0.10-0.25 >0.25
Phosphorus <420 420-650 >650
Iron <17,000 17,000—25,000 >25,000
Nickel <20 20-50 >50
Manganese <300 300-500 >500
Arsenic <3 3-8 >8
Cadmium * * >6
Chromium <25 25—75 >75
Barium <20 20-60 >60
Copper <25 25-50 >50



















available information and are subject to revision as new information becomes
available.
Methylation of mercury at levels 31 mg/kg has been documented (1,2).











































































































































the other data indicate.
POLLUTED
Mercury 31 mg/kg dry weight

















































































































































water (elutriate water) is then chemically analysed.
99
 A sample of the dredging site water used in the elutriate test is filtered
through a 0.45 p filter and chemically analysed.
A comparison of the elutriate water withthe filtered dredging site water
for like constituents indicates whether a constituent was or was not released
in the test.
The value of elutriate test results are limited for overall pollutional
classification because they reflect only immediate release to the water column
under aerobic and near neutral pH conditions. However, elutriate test results
can be used to confirm releases of toxic materials and to influence decisions
where bulk sediment results are marginal between two classifications. If
there is release or non-release, particularly of a more toxic constituent, the
elutriate test results can shift the classification toward the more polluted
or the less polluted range, respectively.
Source of Sediment Contamination
In many cases the sources of sediment contamination are readily apparent.
Sediments reflect the inputs of paper mills, steel mills, sewage discharges,
and heavy industry very faithfully. Many sediments may have moderate or high
concentrations of TKN, COD, and volatile solids yet exhibit no evidence of
man-made pollution. This usually occurs when drainage from a swampy area
reaches the channel or harbor, or when the project itself is located in a low
lying wetland area. Pollution in these projects may be considered natural and
some leeway may be given in the range values for TKN, COD, and volatile solids
provided that toxic materials are not also present.
Field Observations
Experience has shown that field observations are a most reliable indicator
of sediment condition. Important factors are color, texture, odor, presence
of detritus, and presence of oily material.
COLOR
A general guideline is the lighter the color the cleaner the sediment.
There are exceptions to this rule when natural deposits have a darker color.
These conditions are usually apparent to the sediment sampler during the
survey.
TEXTURE
A general rule is the finer the material the more polluted it is. Sands
and gravels usually have low concentrations of pollutants while silts usually
have higher concentrations. Silts are frequently carried from polluted
upstream areas, whereas, sand usually comes from lateral drift along the shore
of the lake. Once again, this general rule can have exceptions and it must be
applied with care.
ODOR
This is the odor noted by the sampler when the sample is collected. These













































Detritus may cause higher values for the organic parameters COD, TKN, and
volatile solids. It usually denotes pollution from natural sources. (Note:
The determination of the "naturalness" of a sediment depends upon the
establishment of a natural organic source and a lack of man-made pollution
sources with low values for metals and oil and grease. The presence of
detritus is not decisive in itself.)
OILY MATERIAL
This almost always comes from industry or shipping activities. Samples
showing visible oil are usually highly contaminated. If chemical results are
marginal, a notation of oil is grounds for declaring the sediment to be
polluted.
Benthos
Classical biological evaluation of benthos is not applicable to harbor or
channel sediments beause these areas very seldom support a well balanced
population. Very high concentrations of tolerant organisms indicate organic
contamination but do not necessarily preclude open lake disposal of the
sediments. A moderate concentration of oligochaetes or other tolerant
organisms frequently characterizes an acceptable sample. The worst case
exists when there is a complete lack or very limited number of organisms.
This may indicate a toxic condition.
In addition, biological results must be interpreted in light of the
habitat provided in the harbor or channel. Drifting sand can be a very harsh
habitat which may support only a few organisms. Silty material, on the other
hand, usually provides a good habitat for sludgeworms, leeches, fingernail
Clams, and perhaps, amphipods. Material that is frequently disturbed by
ship's propellers provides a poor habitat.
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WATER QUALITY BOARD AND RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD
COMMENTS ON DREDGING
A. WATER QUALITY BOARD
Dredging
The International Working Group on the Abatement and Control of Pollution
from Dredging Activities was established in 1972, pursuant to Annex 6 of the
Agreement.
Its final report was submitted to the Governments in May, 1975.
The Working Group was directed to review dredging practices and programs
in the Great Lakes as well as the relevant laws and regulations governing
dredging. The intent was to develop compatible criteria for the
characterization of dredged material and to recommend compatible programs
governing the disposal of polluted spoil in open waters.
The Working Group concluded that there are no single parameter values
which could be adopted as universal criteria for designating "polluted dredged
spoils" applicable throughout the Great Lakes.
It recommended a site-specific
assessment of the hazards and potential benefits of each project within its
particular environment through a selection of indicator parameters derived
from baseline information on water and sediment quality and known sources of
potential contaminants. Moreover, the Working Group recommended that
guidelines on dredging be accomplished by administrative action to allow some
flexibility in meeting the changing responsibilities of different agencies and
jurisdictions.
The report also advised that a standing committee be formed to audit
dredging activities in the Great Lakes and review assessments of individual
projects to ensure compliance with recommended guidelines.
Such a committee
would provide a logical focus for encouraging the exchange of information from
continuing research activities and accumulated experience and would be able to
recommend appropriate changes in criteria and guidelines to reflect
technological advances as they occur.
The Board was disappointed that the Working Group was unable to recommend
universal criteria for designating polluted dredge spoils, rather than the
site-specific assessment which the Board considers unduly burdensome to
regulatory agencies. However, if the standing committee as proposed by the
Working Group is established under the IJC, as the Board recommends, the Board
would encourage furher examination of the two approaches by the standing
committee.




B. RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD
DEPOSITION 0F TOXIC SUBSTANCES IN THE GREAT LAKES
 
Although it is desirable that harmful persistent organic contaminants and
heavy metals be substantially absent from the waters of the Great Lakes, the
fact is that many such substances are present due to previous inadequate
control measures. Various concentrations are found in water, biota, and Great
Lakes sediments.
With regard to sediments, the Board in its 1977 report to the
International Joint Commission, stated:























safely ignored or if they must be considered as sources contributing to
the biologically available concentrations in the water."
In the past year, the Board's Expert Committee on Engineering and
Technological Aspects of Great Lakes Water Quality, illustrated the
significance of the Board's concerns during its review of current dredged
material disposal practices in the Great Lakes.
Great Lakes dredging involves the removal of lake sediments from the
bottom of a waterway to form a channel of sufficient depth and width to
accommodate barges and ships within the lakes. In 1966, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers began a study of the effects of, and alternatives to, dumping
dredged material from the Great Lakes harbors into the lakes. The study was
initiated because of concerns that increased population and industrial
development on the Great Lakes were causing the sediments in channels to
become increasingly polluted.
In 1969, the Corps' Buffalo District issued a report on this study which
stated that no harmful effects attributable to open water disposal had been
identified, but that the possibility of environmental damage existed. The
report concluded that in-lake disposal of heavily polluted dredged material
must be considered presumptively undesirable, and that it might be desirable
to construct diked areas to confine materials to be dredged over a 10-year
period from 35 Great Lakes harbors which were considered highly polluted. The
assumption was that after a 10-year period, sufficient progress would have
been made under regulatory programs for controlling the entry of pollutants to
permit a resumption of open-water dumping without serious environmental
risks. The United States Congress responded to this recommendation by
enacting Section 123 of the River and Harbor Act of 1970. It authorized the
Corps to build, operate, and maintain confined disposal facilities for
polluted dredged material on the Great Lakes. The Act also authorized EPA to
advise the Corps as to which localities were in the greatest need of these
faci ities.



























These measures were taken because of the uncertainty as to whether
open-water disposal of dredged materials would facilitate the release of
contaminants from the polluted dredged material. From the time of
authorization of the confined disposal program in 1970 to February 1977, its
estimated total cost was 263 million dollars. The disposal cost was
conservatively estimated to be 350 percent greater than if open-lake disposal
was practised. In addition, annual maintenance costs of 10-20 million dollars
are encountered. It is nonetheless, difficult to comment on the additional
costs of confined disposal because some of these confined disposal costs may
have resulted in beneficial uses, such as marsh and park development.
Since the publication of the 1975 report of the International Working
Group on Abatement and Control of Pollution from Dredging Activities,
considerable research on the effects of dredging and dredged material research
has been completed. In particular, the United States Army Corps of Engineers
as of March 1978, completed a 32 million dollar Dredged Material Research
Program. The Board's Expert Committee on Engineering and Technological
Aspects, therefore, appointed a Subcommittee to meet with representatives of
key agencies and research groups to appraise the state-of-the-art on the
abatement and control of pollution from dredging activities. In general,
several related observations are forwarded for the Commission's information:
1. To determine which dredged materials are "polluted" and subsequently
subject to confined disposal sites, the responsible Great Lakes
jurisdictions use criteria which are based on bulk analyses of the
material. That is, the material is digested and analysed for its
total composition with regard to various chemical constituents. This
approach assumes that all contaminants with the dredged material can
be available to the environment. It was further noted that the two
countries have different decision levels for mercury and PCB
concentrations in dredged materials.
2. The results of the Corps of Engineers Dredged Material Research
Program have shown no relationship between bulk chemical content of a
sediment and the adverse effect that may result from open-water
disposal of that sediment. Elutriate tests and bioassay procedures
appear to be more useful in evaluating the potential environmental
impact of dredged material disposal. In other words, dredged
material may be classified as "polluted" on the basis of bulk
analyses, while in fact few of the contaminants may be available to
the environment.
3. In recognition of the Corps of Engineers results, at least one Great
Lakes agency with responsibility for classifying dredged materials
noted that case-by-case assessments using elutriate tests and
bioassay procedures are beyond the present resources allocated to
their agencies for classifications of dredged material. The
additional resources required would be of minimal cost when compared
to the United States 263 million dollar cost of confined disposal in
the Great Lakes during the past seven years. Subsequent inquiries
have indicated that as of this date, 8 of 10 U.S. EPA Regions have













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Comp. Laws Ann. Sections 323.56, 560.117). A recently passed act "provides
for the preservation, management, protection and use of wetlands, to require
permits to alter certain wetlands; and to provide remedies and penalties" (Act
No. 203, Public Acts of 1979 (The Goemaere-Anderson Wetlands Protection Act)).
Minnesota




















Critical areas, designated by the state, are regulated by issuanceof
development permits (Minnesota Statutes, Section 1166.01 - 1166.14). Counties
are required to issue permits for shoreland zoning and floodplain development
(Minnesota Statutes, Sections 105.485, 104.01—104.07).
New York
The New York Department of Environmental Conservation has the authority to
issue permits regulating dredging and filling in areas influenced by tides
(New York Environmental Conservation Law, Article 25). Local entities have
the power to issue permits regulating dredging and filling in freshwater
wetlands (New York Environmental Conservation Law, Article 36).
Ohio
Ohio has no state regulation of wetlands. The Ohio Department of Natural
Resources has established a Critical Areas program, but the guidelines set
forth are voluntarily adopted by communities wishing to regulate these areas.
Pennsylvania





















the state (Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated Title 32, Sections 681-691).
Wisconsin
A comprehensive use and management plan for navigable waters and shore-
lands has been established by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
(Wisconsin Statutes Annotated Sections 144,26, 59.971 (Shoreland Zoning
Act)). The state sets standards for floodplain regulation, with the local
entities adopting ordinances (Wisconsin Statutes Annotated Section 87.30
(Flood Plain Zoning Act)).
Canada
There are no specific policies and/or legislation directed to the
preservation of wetland areas on the Canadian Great Lakes. There are,
however, public acquisition programs and legislation which can be applied




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There is still a significant amount of wetland area on the Lake Michigan
shoreline; however, no actual acreage figure is available. It is estimated
that possibly as much as 90% of the wetlands have been impacted by dredge and
fill activities to varying degrees (personal communication, David Turner,
Indiana Department of Natural Resources).
Michigan
The 1973 Shorelands Inventory showed 105,855 acres of wetlands existing
along Michigan's shorelines as follows:
Lake Huron 39,107 acres
Lake Michigan 29,785 acres
Lake St. Clair
(including St. Clair and
Detroit Rivers) 17,050 acres
Lake Superior 13,198 acres
Lake Erie 6,715 acres
Source: Jaworski and Raphael; Coastal Wetlands Value Study. 1978.
Information such as acres lost or impact through dredging activities is
not readily available.
Minnesota
Minnesota has few traditionally defined wetlands along the shoreline of
Lake Superior. All dredged materials are disposed of in upland or confined
sites, minimizing potential impacts to wetlands.
Ohio



















that over one-half of the coastal wetlands have been lost since 1954 (Ohio
Coastal Zone Management Program, Public Review Draft, Spring 1979). No Ohio
wetlands have been impacted through dredging activities in recent years.
Pennsylvania
The number of wetlands along Pennsylvania's Lake Erie shoreline is
extremely limited. Only one major wetland has been identified. This area,
approximately 1,800 acres, is on Presque Isle Peninsula. It is in a state
park and thus protected from dredging impacts. Eleven other small wetlands
ave been identified and none of them are impacted through dredging activities
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*From: McCuiiough, 6.3. and F.G. Thornton.
1979.
Canadian NdeTife Service, London, Ontario.
**Area expressed in hectares; acres in parentheses.
Inventory of Ontario's Lower Great Lakes WetTands.
4.1 A. .;. .‘A 21.2. 0..."...
 Appendix 6
GREAT LAKES FILL OF NON—AQUATIC ORIGIN














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(i) respecting the conservation and protection of spawning grounds


















flow or entrance of oil, oil wastes or substances harmful to migratory

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































permission of the Authority for the construction of any building or
structure in or on a pond or swamp or in any area susceptible to
flooding during a regional storm, and defining regional storms for
the purposes of such regulations;
3. make regulations prohibiting or regulating or requiring the
permission of the Authority for the placing or dumping of fill of any
 
kind in any defined part of the area over which the Authority has
jurisdiction in which, in the opinion of the Authority, the control
of flooding or pollution or the conservation of land may be affected
by the placing or dumping of fill.
4. order a convicted person to remove illegally dumped fill.
The Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) recommends that material for
use in recreational landfill should generally meet their Marine Construction
Guidelines for the open water disposal of dredged materials (see earlier
Appendix 3-A). Periodic visual inspection of loads, however, is generally the
only form of quality control at a landfill dumping site.
Another piece of legislation that could be used is "The Endangered Species
Act of 1971" which prohibits the destruction or interference with the habitat
of any species of fauna or flora declared to be threatened with extinction.
In addition, when filling activities are carried out by provincial ministries,
agencies and municipalities, they are subject to the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act of 1975.
The Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act provides for the use of waters of the
lakes and rivers of Ontario and to regulate improvements in them. For
example, Sec. 36 (l) Prohibition against throwing refuse into lake or river,
etc. "No person shall throw, deposit or discharge, or permit the throwing,
depositing or discharging of, any refuse, sawdust, chemical, substance or
matter from any mill into a lake or river, or on the shores or banks thereof."
gives the Ministry of Natural Resources some control over filling. In
addition, Sec. 36 (3) enables the Minister to order an offender to remove such
refuse, sawdust, chemical, substance or matter from the water or shore.
Guidelines for assessing the Ministry of Natural Resources' projects are
presently being prepared as a document entitled Class Environmental Assessment
for Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Activities concerned with water
related excavation and filling.
The Toronto Harbour Commission has been dumping fill into Lake Ontario
since the turn of the century, but only extended their activity into the open





















x 106 yd3 of fill material (exclusive of main harbour channel dredging) from
1956 to 1977. As of November 1978, 4,300,000 truck loads of material have
been directed towards the development of 570 acres of port facilities and









































































































available at the other two sites.
UNITED STATES
Federal Government











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































remains with the State.


















































reprinted in Attachment 2).




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Realizing that the original Lake Michigan shoreline was vanishing, the
Indiana Department of Conservation Commission resolved in 1961 that, "in
principle it did not favor further encroachment by filling in upon the waters
and shores of the portions of Lake Michigan situated within the boundaries of
the State." Recognizing that the shoreline of Lake Michigan was indeed a
natural resource to be conserved and protected, the Indiana legislature
amended I.C. 4-18-13 to read, "the natural resources commission with the
approval of the governor of the state ma issue to such owner or owners
authority to fill in and improve such and." This 1973 amendment to the
man-made land authorization act significantly changed the state's permit
issuance responsibility from the previous mandatory shall to a discretionary
may (Indiana Department of Natural Resources, 1979). The Department of
Natural Resources would have specific objections to fills of any kind in
Indiana waters, unless it could be affirmatively demonstrated that this was
the only viable alternative.
Indiana law then prohibits the disposal of polluted materials into Lake
Michigan. The only standards by which the polluted nature of fill is judged
are those contained in the "Water Quality Standards; Specific Waters of the
State" as adopted by the Indiana Stream Pollution Control Board. The more
relevant portions of the standards are as follows: (more detailed and
quantified information can be found in the Regulation)
"Section 2 - Nondegradation Policies
(a) Harbor areas - For all waters of the contiguous harbor areas,
designated beneficial uses shall be maintained and protected."
"(c) National or State Resource Waters - All waters of high quality which
are designated by the Board to be outstanding National or State resources
shall be maintained in their present high quality without degradation.
Similarly, all waters incorporated by the Indiana Department of Natural
Resources into the Natural, Scenic and Recreational River Systems shall be
maintained in their present quality as well as those portions of Lake
Michigan incorporated in the Dunes National Lakeshore."
"Section 4 - Water Quality Standards
(a) Minimum Water Quality Conditions - All waters of Lake Michigan and
the contiguous areas at all times and all places, including the mixing
zone, shall meet the minimum conditions of being free from substances,
materials, floating debris, oil or scum attributable to municipal,
industrial, agricultural and other land use practices, or other
discharges....“
"(b) Minimum Water Quality Standards...to insure conditions necessary for
the maintenance of whole body contact recreation and a well-balanced fish
community. These standards are also sufficient to provide the protection
and propagation of shellfish and wildlife...."
A complete record of man-made fills in Lake Michigan is now available from
the State Department of Natural Resources' filesor up to 1979 in its
"Technical Report No. 304". There are now 10 permit holders along the Indiana
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 shoreline. Since the 1907 legislation approximately 6,515 acres of man-made
lands have been authorized, of which about 2,827 acres remain to be filled
and/or patented. Also, the Indiana Port Commission and the city of Whiting
filled 86 and one acres, respectively, without the need of a State permit
(Indiana Department of Natural Resources, 1979). While little information
exists concerning the source or nature of these fill materials, most are
thought to consist of slag materials produced by nearby steel mills.
Michigan
The Shorelands Protection and Management Act (Act 245, Public Acts of 1970
as amended by Act 270, Public Acts of 1974) regulates the placing of fill or
other earth changes within the boundaries of a designated environmental area
which are usually wetland areas with some limited uplands. It reads in part:
"(6) The following shoreland uses in an environmental area shall require a
permit from the department in accordance with these rules or from a local
governmental agency pursuant to an ordinance approved by the department.
(a) Dredging, filling, grading or other alterations of the soil....
(7) Farming of lands within the environmental area is allowed without a
permit if artificial draining, pumping, diking, dredging or filling are
not used...." (Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1979, p. 33).
The Great Lakes Submerged Lands Act (Act 247, Public Acts of 1955, as
amended) was initially adopted by the State to halt filling of State-owned
Great Lakes bottomlands lying below the ordinary high water mark. Pertinent
parts of the Act read:
"Section 3 (a) After the effective date of this amendatory act of 1965, a
riparian owner shall obtain a permit from the department, for which no
charge shall be made, before dredging or placing spoil or other materials
on bottomland.
Section 5 (a) The department may permit, by lease or agreement, the
filling in of patented and unpatented submerged lands and permit
improvements and structures after finding that the public trust will not
be impaired or substantially injured." (MichiganDepartment of Natural
Resources, 1955).
Although the Solid Waste Management Act (Act 641, Public Acts of 1973)
does not regulate the actual filling of wetland areas; it does specify what
types of material may be used for fill. Uncontained fills must be of a clean,
inert nature. The type of containment for contaminated fills is dependent
upon the nature or classification of the contaminants (State of Michigan 79th
Legislature, 1978).
The Wetland Protection Act which is to take effect October 1, 1980 (State
of Michigan 80th Legislature, 1979) will regulate filling, dredging,
construction or draining of all wetland areas contiguous to the Great Lakes











































to provide remedies and penalties.
Section 1 (c) Fill material means soil, rocks, sand, waste of any kind or
any other material which displaces soil or water or reduces water
retention potential.


















(a) Deposit or permit the placing of fill material in a wetland.
(b) Dredge, remove or permit the removal of soil or minerals from a
wetland.
(c) Construct, operate or maintain any use or development in a wetland.


























































































































































































































Minnesota Statutes 112.34 - 112.86, Office of Coastal Zone Management, 1978)
(Attachment 3).




































































































 Waste materials which are explosive, flammable, irritative, corrosive,
oxidative or toxic by the criteria established in the Minnesota Hazardous
Waste Rules (6 MCAR § 4.9001 - 4.9010) are hazardous wastes, and must be
disposed of in facilities permitted to receive hazardous wastes. In addition,
the Hazardous Waste Rules provide that if a waste contains more than specified
concentrations of certain carcinogenic compounds (List 1 in 6 MCAR § 4.9002)
or if leachate from the waste contains more than specified concentrations of
certain bioaccumulative compounds (List 2 in 6 MCAR § 4.9002), it is a
hazardous waste and must be managed as such.
Non-hazardous solid wastes are regulated by the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) under State Statutes Chapter 115 and State Rules, SN 1
through 12 and must be disposed of in a manner approved by the MPCA.
Putrescible materials must be disposed of in a sanitary landfill. Disposal of
all demolition debris and fly ash must be at sites approved by permit or
letter of approval in accordance with plans and specifications which have been
reviewed and approved specifically for a project. Disposal demolition or
construction projects (earth, rocks, stones, trees, bituminous surfacing,
concrete, bricks, lumber, plaster, metals, glass and plastic building parts)
in permitted sanitary landfills is not recommended. However, the MPCA does
regulate these materials, and approved sites for disposal must be used for
such materials. Sewage sludgemay be disposed of by land application, but
only in accordance with MPCA guidelines for disposal of sewage sludge.
The discharge of excavated or dredged materials is regulated by MPCA
permits issued under State Statutes Chapter 115 and/or when federal permits
are required, Section 401 Certification authority under the Clean Water Act of
1977. Each project must be evaluated on an individual and site specific
basis. Generally, upland or confined disposal of dredged or excavated
material would be considered approvable. Open water disposal of any material
is not normally permitted but may be considered in exceptional cases where
there may be a beneficial purpose. Where dredged materials have a potential
of being contaminated, sampling of the materials may be required prior to its
use. Specific analyses must be determined and evaluated on a site specific
basis before disposal decisions can be made.
New York
1
Under the Protection of Waters Program, the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC) requires permits for: changes,
modifications, or disturbances to beds or banks of protected streams;
excavations or fills in naviagable waters; the construction, reconstruction or
major repair of sizeable dams and docks; and the removal, replacement or
repair of illegal or unsafe structures, fills or excavations. Recently, DEC
and the Buffalo District Corps of Engineers developed a joint application for
the discharge of fill material into navigable bodies of water. The DEC
strategy is to extend the joint application agreement to include the remaining

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































plant or aquatic life.
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 (b) Specific substances to be controlled shall include, but shall not be
limited to, floating debris, oil, grease, scum and other floating
materials, toxic substances, pesticides, chlorinated hydrocarbons,
carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic materials and substances which
produce color, tastes, odors, turbidity or settle to form deposits."
(Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, 1979, p. 3053).
More detailed information on specific water quality criteria is also
available from the above referenced legislation.
Also, Chapter 105, Water Obstructions and Encroachments, Subchapter F -
Fills, Levees, Floodwalls and Streambank Retaining Devices pertains directly
to filling and is reproduced in Attachment 4. An attempt is presently being
made to revise Subchapter F which would provide for protection of wetlands and
would provide further control over filling under Pennsylvania's Coastal Zone
Management Program.
Filling in Pennsylvania's portion of Lake Erie has recently been almost
non-existent. The only project worthy of mention has been the development of
a new basin at the mouth of Presque Isle Harbor, sponsored by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. There is presently no information available to the State
on the quantity and quality, or the general location of the source and
disposal of fill.
Wisconsin
Disposal of fill is regulated in Wisconsin in the same manner in which
dredged material disposal is regulated. The same Statutes apply and these do
not discriminate on the basis of material origin. It is the act of placement
and disposal that is regulated. Water Regulatory Permits under Chapter 30,
Section 30.12 of the Wisconsin Statutes prohibits fills and deposits on the
bed of any navigable water. There is no permit provision for material
deposits on the bed of any navigable body of water. Permits, however, are
issued under 30.12 for placing structures, sand blankets, fish cribs, or
rip-rap in navigable waters (Wisconsin Coastal Management Program, 1979).
CONCLUSIONS
Most jurisdictions and agencies do not have specific regulations or
uidelines governing the dumping of non-aquatic fill into the Great Lakes and
heir tributaries. In most cases, however, legislation does exist which could
be used or interpreted to regulate such dumping. In general, the same laws
that regulate disposal of dredged material regulate diSposal of fill of
non-aquatic origin.
There is a paucity of information on the quality and quantity of fill and
the location of its source and disposal sites. Some of the fill quality
problems are the result of indiscriminate garbage dumping which is compounded
by the usual ease of site access. It is believed that fill losses to the lake
affect water quality in a manner similar to that of the open water disposal of
dredged material when quality of material is taken into account. Whereas the
open water disposal of dredged material has recently received much attention
and such activity is now carefully scrutinized, filling operations generally
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fill materials into streams, estuaries, lakes or wetlands can be prevented or









































can be conducted or applied to ensure that: 1) stream or current flow changes
are not adversely affected; 2) increased sediment loads or turbidity levels
are effectively reduced and 3) other pollutants included with dredged or fill
materials are restricted from entering water bodies. BMP's may also involve:
4) protecting existing habitat and providing for fish and wildlife propagation
and 5) the relocation, reconstruction or enhancement of an area of wetlands or
a stream if a significant portion of the water body will be affected and no
other alternative exists.
*From Thronson, R. E. Best Management Practices Guidance, Discharge of Dredged




Best Management Practices involving singular minor discharges of dredged




















impacts. They are much less elaborate and expensive, however, and generally
require no formal design or rigid application specifications. It must be




















same with either large or small discharges.
Preventing Impairment of Water Flow or Ciculation
Masses of dredged or fill materials placed (or discharged) into streams,
lakes or wetlands can impair the natural movement or circulation of water.
The degree of impairment will depend upon the volume, permeability and
location of the material that is discharged where it can reduce the cross
sectional area through which the water flows. This applies to the subsurface
flow of water as well as to surface movement. A permit for discharge may be
required in accordance with Section 404 if flow or circulation will be
impaired and the BMP's implemented as a requirement of this program.




















discharge or placement of dredged or fill materials:
1. Minimizing the extent of individual fills or the concentration or
number of fills.
2. Providing continuous open channels through, or around, masses of

























open structures to permit free flow of water.

















































































































placement of dredged or fill materials into water bodies and wetlands. The
erosion and transportation of particulates can take place during the actual
placement of the dredged and fill materials if no preventive measures such as






















































from being subjected to the erosive forces of high velocity surface
flows, effective
surface protection measures
such as rip rap blankets
(or
layers),
concrete walls and similar measures should be provided.
The erosion
and transport of sediments can be minimized or prevented
by one or more of the
following measures or practices:
1.











diverting the stream from the site.
2.
Protecting slopes that will be subject to erosion by surface flows











aprons, wing walls and similar measures.
3.





Providing filter cloth or some other type of filtering media to
remove
sediment being transported from an area of placement.
5.
Avoiding placement of dredged or fill material during conditions that
may be critical
for sensitive aquatic
life and wildlife such as
spawning seasons or migration times.
6.
Using placement procedures to prevent or restrict the movement of
mobile equipment in the water.
Equipment used should be that having
the least damaging effect on ground conditions.
Extreme care should be taken during the planning, design and placement of
a fill to ensure that structural failure does not occur during the project
life to allow the material to enter a water body or adjacent wetland.
Adequate criteria should establish the factors of safety to be used in the
design and placement. Adequate and continuing processes will be necessary to
assure that conditions are maintained.
Ensuring Containment of Potential Pollutants within the Discharged Mass of
Dredged or Fill Materials
At times dredged or fill materials placed or discharged into streams,
lakes, wetlands or other water bodies may contain natural materials such as
iron sulfide (pyrite), calcium sulfate (gypsum) and various salts.
These
materials are not pollutants in their source areas but can become pollutants
when transported into and deposited in another environment. If polluted
materials can be effectively contained by effective BMP's and prevented from
affecting water quality, their discharge should not be precluded only because
of their quality. Effective containment within the mass of materials is
essential for use. It can be done by:
1. Surrounding the poor quality material during placement with walls and
blankets of relatively impervious materials such as compacted fill,




   
  
 
Restricting the use of poor quality materials to areas above high
water elevations and capping them with relatively impervious blankets
of fill to prevent infiltration of rainfall and subsequent leaching.
3. Blending poor quality materials such as pyrite with naturally
occurring neutralizing materials such as crushed limestone during
placement.
Protecting Habitat and Providing for Fish and Wildlife Propagation
The disposal of dredged or fill materials into water bodies or wetlands
can cause detrimental changes to occur in the habitat for fish and wildlife,
particularly in the immediate locality of the discharge. Migration routes or
access to select food sources can be blocked or restricted, fish spawning
areas destroyed or propagation activities interfered with and key ecological
relationships and interdependencies disturbed.
Best Management Practices for mitigating or preventing these environmental
problems can involve scheduling of operations to avoid creating problems
during conditions that are critical for aquatic and other wildlife. This
could include spawning, migration, nesting and other periods where the effects
of discharge activities could be much more critical than during other times.
Other practices may involve the proper management of activities as well as the
modification or construction of structures and techniques to offset terrain
changes, water level and flow alterations and revision in the natural physical
or biologic integrity of the water bodies and wetlands due to the discharge.
They could include: ~
1. Creating avenues for movement of aquatic life and wildlife through
structures formed of dredged or fill materials.
2. Providing protective devices for wildlife encountering or crossing
structures formed of dredged or fill materials.




















If, after evaluating all alternatives, the placement of dredged or fill
materials into wetlands or other water bodies is justified and other available
Best Management Practices will not effectively prevent adverseeffects,
enhancement or replacement of the existing environment may be feasible. This
must receive consideration if a significant percentage of the water body
becomes dry land due to the discharge and/or placement of materials.
Practices may include:
1. Creating and maintaining additional wetlands equivalent in
productivity to those destroyed by the discharged deposits.
2. Providing shallow or deep water areas equivalent to those destroyed
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the interest of the State.
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 The Department of Transportation may grant, subject to the foregoing
provisions of this Section, a permit to any person, firm or corporation, not a
riparian owner, to use the water from any of the public bodies of water within
the State of Illinois for industrial manufacturing or public utility purposes,
and to construct the necessary intakes, structures, tunnels, and conduits in,
under, or on the beds of such bodies of water to obtain the use of such water
or to return the same, provided, however, that such use shall not interfere
with navigation. Such permit shall be for a definite period of years and
exceeding 40 years and may be renewed subject to the same time limitation. If
the water so to be used is to be taken from a lake or stream located in or
adjoining any municipality, such permit shall not become effective until
approved by the Commissioner of Public Works of such municipality, or if it
has no Commissioner of Public Works, by the Public (or City) Engineer, or if
it has no such Engineer, by the Mayor or President of the Municipality.
Subject to the notice and hearing hereinafter provided for, where a permit
is sought for a structure, fill, or deposit in a slip, the Department shall
require as condition precedent to the issuance of such permit, a signed
statement approving such action by all riparian owners whose access to public
waters will be directly affected by such structure, fill, or deposit. No such
permit shall be issued without the approval of the Governor and without a
public hearing, 10 days' notice of the time, place, and purpose of which is
published in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which such
slip is located. Whenever a permit to fill or deposit in a slip is issued,
all work done pursuant to the permit is by authorization and under the
direction of the Department of Transportation. If deemed in the public
interest, the Department of Transportation may, for the purpose of
establishing uniform shore lines upon Lake Michigan or other streams or lakes
of this State, permit fills of rock, earth or sand to be placed inside a
bulkhead, wall or breakwater so constructed as not to permit the escape of
such materials into Lake Michigan or any such lake, river, or stream, and the
Department is authorized to require of applicants for such permits such
contracts or to impose such restrictions as shall fully protect the interests
of the State.
However,
the Department may permit the placing of unconfined
fills or deposits of clear sand rock or other material approved by the
Department in or along the shores of Lake Michigan or in, or along the shores
of, other streams or lakes of this State for the purpose of replacing or
augmenting the natural material in the littoral currents, for creating new
beaches or for replenishing existing beaches, for the protection of the shore
against erosion or for other lawful purposes specifically authorized by
statute; and the Department may permit the deposit of dredged material in Lake
Michigan only where the Department determines that the deposit or deposits of
dredged material will not cause water pollution as defined in Environmental
Protection Act.
The restriction as to the deposit of dredged materials shall
not apply to any reclamation of fill-in of Lake Michigan under the authority
of any statute now or hereafter in effect or under the supervision of any park
district or municipality where such materials are placed inside a bulkhead,
wall or breakwater so constructed as not to permit the escape of such
materials into Lake Michigan.
Wherever the terms public waters, public bodies of water, or streams and
lakes are used or referred to in this Act, they mean all open public streams

































their natural condition were capable of being improved and made navigable, or
that are connected with or discharged their waters into navigable lakes or
rivers, within, or upon the borders of the State of Illinois, together with
all bayous, sloughs, backwater, and submerged lands that are open to the main
channel or body of water and directly accessible thereto. Nothing herein
contained applies to a harbor under the jurisdiction and control of a park
district, nor to any existing yacht club facilities, improvements thereon and
replacements thereof whether in the same or a new location. Nothing herein
contained applies to the location of any harbor under the jurisdiction and
control of any city or village of less than 500,000 population. Amended by
P.A. 77-2329, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1973; P.A. 78—255, 5 61, eff. Oct. 1, 1973.
65c — Agreements for building of harbor or mooring facilities - § 18C
The Department of Transportation, may also, upon the issuance of a permit
under the provisions of Section 18 of this Act,1 enter into an agreement
with anyperson, firm or corporation to whom such permit is issued, by the
terms of which agreement such person, firm, or corporation, may build or place
in, upon or below the bed of that portion of Chicago Harbor in Lake Michigan
lying South of the Chicago River Entrance, West of the U.S. Inner Breakwater,
North of East 11th Place extended and East of the Harbor Line established by
the Secretary of War in Lake Michigan, May 3, 1940, any causeway, harbor or
mooring facilities for watercraft, and agrees to pay a rental, charges or fee
to the State of Illinois for the use andoccupation of any State owned lands
which may be authorized to be utilized for such purposes; the rental, charge
or fee shall be determined by said Department. No such agreement permitting
any causeway, harbor or mooring facilities for watercraft in, upon orbelow
the bed of said portion of Chicago Harbor in Lake Michigan shall be made,
which by its terms, permits the use and occupation of State owned lands for a
period of over 20 years, nor shall such agreement be entered into unless
provision therein is made that such agreement shall be revocable at the will
of said Department to permit use thereof by the State of Illinois for any
public purpose. Amended by P.A. 77-161, § 1, eff. Jan. 1, 1972.
65f - Flood plains -- Defining -- Reports -- Planning, development and
evaluation -- Construction permits - § 18f
The Department of Transportation shall define flood plains within the l
State of Illinois on a township by township basis and may issue permits for
any construction within such flood plains on or after the effective date of »
this amendatory Act of 1971. The Department shall publish and distribute
suitable reports, together with mapping and hydrologic exhibits pertaining to
flood plains defined and established under this Act. In defining applicable
flood plains, the Department shall cooperate with, and shall consider planning
and zoning requirements of, regional planning agencies created by statute,
counties, municipalities and other units of government. A period of thirty
days shall be allowed for any agency to submit written comments to the
Department regarding any proposed flood plain area. If such agency fails to
1Chapter 19 § 65
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return comments to the Department within the specified time period the
Department may proceed with the publication and institution of the flood plain
permit procedure.
The Department is charged with the planning, development
and evaluation of the most economic combination of retention storage, channel
improvement and flood plain preservation in defining and establishing flood
plain areas.
All construction undertaken on a defined flood plain subsequent
to the effective date of this amendatory Act, without benefit of a permit from
the Department of Transportation, shall be unlawful and the Department, may in
its discretion, proceed to obtain injunctive relief for abatement or removal
of such unlawful construction. The department, in its discretion, may make
such investigations and conduct such hearings as may be necessary to the
performance of its duties under this amendatory Act of 1971. Activity of the
Department under this Section shall be limited to townships related to
projects of the Department authorized by the General Assembly.
The report of
the Department shall be considered a final administrative decision and subject
to judicial review in accordance with the provision of the "Administrative
Review Act", approved May 8, 1945.1 Amended by P.A. 79—694, § 1, eff. Sept.
3, 1975.













MINNESOTA SHORELAND MANAGEMENT ACT
FOR
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES
CHAPTER SIX: CONS. 70-84
STATEWIDE STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR MANAGEMENT OF


































































































































































































































































TITLE 25. PENNSYLVANIA RULES AND REGULATIONS
PART 1. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
SUBPART C. PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

































































































































































































































































































































































































bank of a stream.
PERMITS















































































































































































plan required by paragraph (1) of this subsection.
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 10.
A complete hydraulic and hydrologic report on the proposed project,
including, if the Department so requires, a backwater analysis of the
project.
Complete cross-sections of the stream and floodway of the flood of
record.
Stream profiles, showing the bed slope and the normal and flood water
elevations for points 1,000 feet upstream and sufficiently far
downstream as there may be an effect on the project, but not less
than 1,000 feet downstream.
The type of all materials to be used on the fill, levee or similar
structure.
Plans for the protection of the fill, levee or similar structure from
erosion, both during and after construction.
The design flood for the fill, levee or similar structure.
A copy of the local flood plain management regulations or ordinances.
Plans for interior drainage.
DESIGN CRITERIA
§ 105.251. GENERAL CRITERIA
 
An application for any proposed levee, fill or similar structure in or
along a stream or body of water will not be approved by the Department where:
1.
4.
it will increase flood heights, either on the opposite bank or
upstream and flood easements or flood protection has not been
provided;
it will create erosive velocities in the stream and appropriate
protection has not been provided;
it will increase flood damages downstream through a loss of flood
plain storage or
it is designed for a discharge less than the 100-year flood.
§ 105.252. WASTE MATERIALS
No waste materials of any type shall be used in the construction of fills,
levees orsimilar structures, except in accordance with the provisions of the
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DREDG I NG REGISTER
Information recorded for each of the 97 dredging locations presently





Location which can be the sum of several separate projects in the
inmediate harbour or channel area;


















and channels are included in the basin immediately downstream, e.g.
Lake St. Clair is included in the Lake Erie basin;





























































following section on Dredging Plant and Practices);
. Disposal method -
a) upland - development of upland habitat, either on new disposal
sites or by reclaiming old sites.



















beaches which have been eroded by wave action.






















winter road sanding to increase traction, landfill cover, fill





Quantity (CMPM) - CMPM = cubic metres place material
a) pay - actual amount of material approved for excavation plus
over depth.
b) total - includes the pay material plus material removed through
scouring and from outside the approved dredging area;
c) dry density (kg/L)
Costs



















c) dredging $/CMPM - costs of the actual dredging operation in
dollars per cubic metre place material; and
























Chemical Data (dry weight)
.i.
ii.































































































Load (T) is calculated by: D x Q x C = T
where D = dry density (kg/L),
Q = quantity of material (CMPM),
C = weighted average concentration, how calculated,
T = load (tonnes)
. The 15 chemical parameters listed are:
















NHa - Ammonia TKN - Total (Kjeldahl) Nitrogen (as N)
Hg - Mercury Total P - Total Phosphorus (as P)
As - Arsenic . Pb - Lead
Cu - Copper Cd - Cadmium
Cr - Chromium Zn - Zinc



















































was taken and by whom.
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M
DATA SOURCES
The basic data for the dredging register












- Between IL - IIIinois
- ChanneI IN - Indiana
- Entrance MI - Michigan










— Harbour NY - New York































































































































The Canadian physica] data were submitted by:
Marine and CiviI Resources
Department of Puinc Works
Ontario Region
4900 Yonge St.


























Ontario Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5







Environment Canada, Ontario Region
25 St. Clair Avenue East
Toronto, Ontario M4T 1M2
Contact: Mr. Harry Beach
(416) 966-5840
United States
The U.S. physical and some chemical data were submitted by:
North Central Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
536 South Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605




Most U.S. chemical data were submitted by:
Great Lakes National Program Office
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region V
536 South Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Contact: Mr. Anthony Kizlauskas
(312) 353—3576
DREDGING PLANT AND PRACTICES*
 
The dredging process involves four basic actions:
— loosening or dislodging of the material to be removed,
excavation and lifting to the water surface,
transportation to a disposal site, and
disposal.
The loosening or dislodging action is by mechanical penetrating and
grabbing, raking or cutting, drilling and blasting, or hydraulic scouring.
The lifting action is accomplished by vertical hoisting utilizing cables or
hydraulic power, by inclined hoisting employing an endless-belt principle or
*International Working Group on the Abatement and Control of Pollution from





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Comparison of the operating cycles and procedures for the various types of
dredging plant used in the Great Lakes is of interest insofar as it is
possible to distinguish differences in impact intensities which relate to
specific types of equipment and particular operating practices. The Choice of
dredging plant generally has less influence upon long-term dysfunctional
effects, although some may be inferred from changes in bathymetry and sub—
strate disturbances which can be related to typical dredging operations.
Dredging Plant
Dredging plant is broadly categorized as mechanical, hydraulic or
pneumatic equipment. As the designation implies, mechanical dredges
accomplish the digging of bottom sediments through the direct application of
mechanical force to dislodge and remove the material. Most mechanical dredges
deliver the dredged material into scows for transportation to the disposal
site. Specialized mechanical dredges include the dipper dredge, the bucket
ladder dredge and the grab or clamshell dredge all of which are used exten-
sively in the Great Lakes waterways.
Hydraulic dredges operate on the principle of the centrifugal water pump.
The pressure difference across the impeller creates a water velocity
sufficient to transport a slurry of the material being dredged through a
pipeline for deposit at the disposal site. Mixtures containing 15 to 20
percent of material by volume are usual. Suction dredges, hopper dredges and
cutter-suction dredges are examples of hydraulic plant utilized in the Great
Lakes.
Pneumatic dredges are a recent, European-patented innovation and have not
yet been introduced into North America. The dredge operates on compressed air
and hydrostatic pressure and is reported to be capable of entraining mixtures
of material and water containing up to 50 percent solids by volume.
Mechanical Dredging Plant
 
Grab or Clamshell Dredges
The grab or clamshell is the most commonly used mechanical dredging plant
in the Great Lakes fleet with application to a wide range of maintenance and
new-work projects. It may be used to excavate all types of materials except
for the most-cohesive sediments and solid rock. Grab and clamshell dredges
are frequently employed for maintenance dredging operations and are
particularly adapted to operating within confined areas and where close
control of position and depth is essential to avoid undermining the
foundations of marine structures. The excavation is accomplished as an
intermittent operation and results in a somewhat irregular and disturbed
bottom surface.
In practice, the clamshell usually excavatesa heaped bucket of material.
During hoisting, drag forces wash away part of the load and once the bucket
clears the water surface additional losses occur through rapid drainage of
entrapped water and slumping of the material heaped above the bucket rim. The









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The trailing-arm hopper dredge is a plain suction dredge mounted on a
self-propelled vessel instead of on a barge. The suction intake pipe is
dragged along the bed of the area to be dredged as the vessel is moved forward
at speeds of up to 5 or 6 km/h and the dredgings discharged into hoppers



















proportion of the finer constituents of the material being dredged overflows
the top of the hoppers and returns to the waterbody.
Although at nearshore locations the dredged material can be pumped ashore,
the principal value of the dredge is that it is self-contained, and can there-
fore operate well away from the material disposal site with minimum disruption
to navigation. While specifically designed dragheads can be used for raking
hard materials, the dredge is particularly efficient for excavating loose,
cohesionless materials.
Where open-water disposal of the dredged material is permitted, the vessel
turns slowly across the disposal site as the hoppers are opened for bottom
dumping. Many hopper dredges have been modified in recent years to provide
for direct pump-out to an onshore disposal area.
About 75 percent of the Great Lakes maintenance dredging in the United
States has been performed with hopper dredges belonging to the Corps of
Engineers. They are not conmon in the Canadian fleet.
Cutter-suction Dredges
An improved version of the plain suction dredge, the cutter-suction dredge
is equipped with a powered cutterhead at the intake to break up dense material
and create a slurry that can be more readily transported. The largest units
can excavate up to 3,000 m3 per hour and deliver the material to a disposal
site through 3,000 m of pipeline. Booster pumps can be installed in the



















the dredge and swinging cables are used to pivot the vessel about either spud,
thus controlling movement of the intake into the material being excavated.
The intake and cutterhead are attached to a rigid-frame ladder that is pivoted
about the front of the barge for control of dredging depth.
Cutterasuction equipment is the most-widely used hydraulic dredging plant
in the Great Lakes Canadian fleet. Its range of characteristics, both in unit
capacity and adaptability to different classes of material, make it a most
versatile dredge. Cutterheads have rotation speeds ranging between 5 and 40
rpm but are commonly operated at 15 to 25 rpm in the Great Lakes waterways.
DC-drive motors are used in some dredges to provide for continuously variable
speed control. While this feature is not widely available, instances have
been noted when production was improved by an ability to decrease the
rotational speed of the cutterhead in loose sandy material. Different types
of cutterhead are used to dredge materials ranging from very fine-grained








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4019? 1 , O 4018?























































































































































































































































































57 NY BLREK ROCK CHENNEL & TONRURNDR 1095
58 OH ROCKY RIVER
¢
59 ON RUSEOH RIVER 0
60 ON PORT HO
PE
0



























































H1 ST. HQRYS RIV
ER
0








75 NY DUNKIRK HRRBOR 14233 1
76 HI BLACK R
IVER HARBOR
0 0




























































78 ON PUCE RIVER
0





81 ON PORT CR
EDIT
4700
82 NY GRERT SODUS DRY NQRBOR 8278
83 ON PORT ELGIN










90 ON LITTLE CURRENT
91 ON HORKETT




94 NN KNIFE RIVER HRRBOR
95 ON LONG PO
INT (HHNERST ISLRND
) 0
96 NY LITTLE SOOUS 89? HRRBOR 1612










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E FROJ chunE PR




nI sncxnnu 70138 81239 627068 300974 1079019 7
ON GODERICH 129600 0 0 72300 202400 2




ON BAYFIELD 25200 25200 1
GRAND BEHD 10000 25100 2
























H1 SEBEUGING 0 14738
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BLﬁCK RISER (UP) HI SUPERIOR SRND
HHITE LhKE HI HICHIGRN SRND
PORT HCPE 0N ONTRRIO SRND SILT
PIKE CREEK
0” ERIE SRND SILT
GREND BEND
0N HUROR SAND SILT
CORNUCGPIR HRRSDR HI SUPERIOR SRNDKHUD
KNIFE RIVER HRRBOR HN SUPERIOR CLAY/SnND/GRAVEL
OGDENSSURS HRRSOR NY DNTRRIO SILT
CHENRL ECRRTE ON ERIE SILT? ShND & CLRY
RUSCUM RIVER ON ERIE SRND SILT

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.90 412646 .669 524.
.49 469295 .609 424.
.50 91241 .920 399.
.65 501100 .457 77.
.30 64495 .200 352.








.51 188917 .883 252.59
.56 104955 .366 223.05
.58 26703 .930 207.7


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































no. OF avenues TOTRL avenues TornL
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Hr‘lr-1CCD-<l-4HHH
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BﬂSIN E CGUNTRY SUHHRRY FER Cd
snsxu UNITED STnTES cannon Tarchty
*¥**I**#*¥¥¥**#¥$*##*¥**#*$1*???I"*$I*3$¥##¥*¥¥*?**3*




HURON 15.59 0.00 15.59 0

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 SUPERIDR 135.90 16.28 152.18 I
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.? 6? 30 31.000
2.50 19200 T4.000
2.08 62204 26 953
1.65 14233 134.000
2.10 18011? 8.119




































































































52 PORT UASHINGTON HARBOR
U1 HICHIGAN SILT
1

































64 BIG BAY HARBOR
HI SUPERIOR SAND
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BASIN & COUNTRY SUHHARY FOR Zn
BASIN UNITED STATES CANADA TOTAL(t)
****t*t$$t*t$*t*t$$t$t*$**t$*t*t*$i*tt*t$t$*t$t**t*t**
* SUPERIOR
109 49 53.54 163.03 *
* HICHIGAN 782.63 0.00 FSZ.63 *
* HUROH 423.59 6.85 430.44 *
* ERIE 6469.24 45.5? 6514.82 *
* UHTARIO
265.12 66.89 332.02 *
* -———— —--— —-——— $
* TOTAL











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































         
          















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VOLRTILE 30ons (21 3.200 0.500 7.900 517.03 coo (Hg/g) 26.900 1.500 76.000 435.35
000 (Hg/g) 0.410 0.100 1.000 6.64 TKH (Hg/g) 0.636 0.035 1.800 10.29
Hg (ug/g)
< 0.100 < 0.100








< 3.000 < 3.000






























































































< 0.500 < 0.500























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 DREDGING SfCHFﬂi .62 TOTRL 3/CHPH; 5.62
REHARKSI



















































REHARKS: DRTA RVG. OVER ENTIRE HER
CHEMICAL DRTR (DRY HEIGHT)




VOLRTILE SOLIDS (2) 0.800 0.400 1.200 171.58 COD (Hg/g) ?.900 4.200 11.900 169.83
0&6 (Hg/g) 0.068 0.034 0.101 .46 TOTHL P (Hg/g) .210 0.196 0.226 4.51
Hg (Hg/g) ( 0.500 ( 0.500 < 0.500 ( [01 Pb (ug/g)
.000 26.000 29.000 0.60
95 (ugly) 2.000 1.000 2.000 .04 Cd (09/9)
.200 3.000 3.400 0.0?
Cu (ug/g) 121.000 79.000 162.000 .60 Zn (ugig)
.000 16.000 28.000 0.43
Cr (Hg/g) 2.800 2.000 3.500 .06 Hi (mg/g)































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OURNIITY(CHPH)= FRY; 0 TOTRL} 21500 DRY DENSITY<KgiL3i 1.55
80516! CRPITQL COHTRINHEHI} 0 v OLH CONTRINHEET: 0 DREDGING 5/CﬂPH5 4.2? TOTRL 5/CHPH} 4.2?
REHDRKSi
CHEHICRL 0010 (DRY HEIGHT)
PRRRHEYER HERN HIH HRX LOAD(t) PARQHETER HEﬁN HIH ﬂﬁx LOQD(t)
.000 2.000 2.000 66.56
.130 0.130 0.130 4
.000 < 0.000 ( 0.000 ( 0.“?
.800 0.800 0.800 0.03
.000 < 2.000 < 2.000 ( 0.0?
.000 < 3,000 < 3.000 ( 0.10
VOLATXLE 501103 (2) 0.300 0.300 0.300 99.85 coo (Hg/g)
000 (ag/g) 0.710 0 710 0.710 23.63 TKN (ngfg)
TOThL P (Hg/g) 0.140 0.140 0.140 4.66 PCB (ug/g)
Pb (ug/g) < 3.000 < 3.000 < 3.000 < 0.10 As <ugzg>
ca (ug/g) 4.000 4.000 4 000 0.13 Cu (ug/g) <
Zn (09/92 3.000 3.000 3.000 0.10 Cr (ugig) <
















: HI 89515! SUPERIOR PROJECT BEGRN: 7800 CUHPLETE= 7800 R08‘ 150
PHYSICRL DRTR
HRTERIRL! SRND DISPOSRL HETHOD: OPEN LRKE-LQT 465330ﬁ: LOHG 89198
EGUIPﬂEHT IYPEI DIPPER
9URNTITY(CHPH)¥ FRY: 45210 TOTAL} 45210 DRY DENSITY(Kg/L); 1.55










PQRRHETER _ BERN HIH HEX L090<t> PRRREETER HEHH HIN HRX LURD(t)
VOLQTILE SOLIDS (2) 7.200 0.300 1?.500 5038.93 COD (Hg/g) 82.300 .000 200.000 5?59.??
0&0 (Hg/q) 0.980 0.?10 1.600 68.59 TKN (Hg/g) 0.820 .130 1.?00 5?.39
10101 F (Hg/9) 0.270 0.140 0.430 18 90 P88 (uq/g) 0.050 < .000 0.140 < 0.00
Pb (Hg/q) 21.000 4 3.000 42.000 < 1.4? as (uglg) 1.800 .800 3.100 0.13
Cd (ug/g) 4.000 ( 4.000 4.000 < 0.28 Cu (ugig) 12.000 .000 23.000 ( 0.84


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































805753 CAPITAL CONTAINMENT; 0 '00" CONTAINHEKT; 0 DREDGING 3/CHPH; 11.93 TOTAL S/CﬂPH; 11.93
REMARKS:
CHEMICAL DATA (DRY HEIGHT)
VOLATILE SOLIDS (2) 5.270 3.150 7.900 463.76 COD (Hg/g 54.200 24.000 89.000 476.96
000 (ngig) 0.920 ( 0.400 1.500 ( 8.10 TKN (Hg/g 1.330 0.930 1.800 11 0
TOTAL P (Hg/g) 0.640 0.290 0.870 5.63 Hg (Hg/g) 0.200 { 0.100 0.500 ( 0.50
Pb (Hg/g) 18.000 ( 5.000 33.000 ( 0.16 As (ug/g) 2.100 < 1.000 3.300 ( 0.02
Cd (ug/g) < 2.000 ( 1.000 ( 4.000 ( 0.02 Cu (ug/g) 49.000 29.500 84.000 0.43




































CO$TS¥ CAPITAL COHTAINHEHT; 0 01H CONTAINHERT: 49165 DREDGING SICHPﬂi 6.65 TOTAL SiCHPﬂ) 7.35
REMARKS:
CHEHXCAL DATA (DRY HEIGHT)
___«___-__..__....__-_.....—_.......-.....‘-—_-«—_-_.._—-_. . -..——-—h..—-..-.—_-....._--__.-..-_.._-.......--....._-_.--..-_..___.......-__._....-_....____..--..__——-_-—-——-—
PARAHETER HEAN HIR HAK LOAD(t) PARAHETER HEAN HIM HAX LOAD(t)
VOLATILE SOL10$ (2) 0.240 < 1.000 10.100 ( 4728.45 COD (Hg/g) 47 900 7.000 130.000 5341.81
0&6 (Hg/g) 1.230 < 0.250 3.300 < 137.17 TKM (Hg/g} 1.147 0.043 3.100 127.91
TOTAL P (Hg/g) 0.553 0.210 1.200 61.67 Hg (ugfg) 0.300 0.100 0.500 < 0.03







Cd (ug/q) 3.000 ( 1.000 6.000 ( 0.33 Cu (ug/g) 31.000 .000 80.000 3.46
Zn (ug/g) 100.000 8.000 300.000 11.15 Cr (Hg/g) 24.000 .000 49.000 2.68
Ni (ug/g)
16.000 ( 8.000









































CHEMICRL DRTQ (DRY HEIGHT)

































































































DISPOSAL HETHDD! 0N LQND




































































































































    
=========nzt====
L CATIONI DULUTH-SUPERIOR HARBOR 1 HH BASIH? SUPERIOR PROJECT BEGAN! ??OE COHPLETE= ??0? ROH= 220
===='.:::==cc==l:==.:l.=‘======t===::=:::=.=::
   
HATERIAL: SAND
DISPOSAL ﬂETHOD= 0N LAﬁD
EQUIPHENT TYPE: CLAN
     
DURHTITY<CHPH): PAY; 0 TOTAL} ?800 DRY DENSITY<Kg/L); 1.60
COSTS! CAPITAL CONTAINHENT} 0 0&H CONTAIHHEHTi 0 DREDGIHC SICHPH: 6.?6 TOTAL SXCHPH; 0.00
v
      
REMARKS:






voLnIILE SOLIDS (2) 2.330 < 1.000 3.390 < 290.78 coo (Hg/g) 30.000 10.000 40.000 374 40
nae (mg/g) 0.890 0.250 1.300 11.11 TKN (Hg/9) 0.240 0.040 0.990 9.24
1010L P (Hg/g) 0.400 0.250 0.550 4.99 Hg (ug/g) 2.100 < 0.100 5.000 < 0.03
Pb (ug/g) 14.000 < 5.000 16.000 < 0.17 as (0929) 2.200 < 1.000 3.400 < 0.03
:0 (ug/g) 2.000 < 1.000 3.000 < 0.02 Cu (0929) 16.000 8.000 27.000 0.20
Zn (ug/g) 54.000 2.000 95.000 0.50 Cr (ugig) 29.000 13.000 43.000 0.30
(ug/g) 18.000 < 10.000 28.000 < 0.22















































































































LOCATIOEI GRAND ﬂARAIS . HH BASIH: SUPERIOR PROJECT BEER“! 7505 CUﬁPLETE! 7505 ROH= '200




9UANTITY<CHPH)1 PAY: 0 TOTAL; 1350 DRY DENSITY<KgiL)} 1.70
CD$TS£ CAPITAL CDHTAINHEHT} 0 00H CONTAINHEHT3 0 DREDEINC SZCEPH; 12.08 TOTAL S/CHPH} 12.08
REMARKS2






      
 =:=n==:m=========:r===:‘:===:=::======= =:====:=:==:==r=:=:: ::===l:==:=::B::£28883338llliill
3:: 3 === :22: == =


















COSTS: CRPITGL (ONTRINHENT; 0 , OCH CONT01RHEHT} 10581 DREDGINC SKCHPH; 15.20 TOTﬂL S/CﬂPH; 20.?4
REHﬁRKSi
CHEHICRL DATE (DRY UEIGHT)













TOTﬂL P (no/q) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.01 Hg (ugig) 0.250 0.200 0.300 0.00
Pb (ug/g)
( 20.000 < 20.000











































































































































DREDGINC S/CHPH; ?.?4 TOTQL 3/CﬂPH} 10.90
REHRRKS!
CHEHICRL DRTQ (DRY HEIGHT)
PRRRHETER HER" H1“ H98 LORD(t) PQRQHETER HEQN NIH MAX LOQD(t)
VOLRTILE SOLIDS (2) 4.300 2.800 5.300 2064.00 COD (Hg/g) 44.000 29.000 59.000 2112.00
050 (Hg/g) ( 0.250 < 0.250 < 0.250 < 12.00 TKN (ﬁg/g) 1.090 0.6?0 1.500 52.32
NH3 (Hg/g) 0.140 0.080 0.200 6372 TOTRL P (Hg/g) 0.630 0.460 0.800 30.24
Hg (ug/g) 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.01 Pb («9/9) 13.000 { 5 000 20.000 ( 0































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COHPLETEX 750? R05- 93
PHYSICQL DATE
HRTERIAL! SAND DISPOSRL METHOD! OPEN LGKE—LRT 4520N: LONG 851630U
EOUIPHENT TYPE: HOPPER
 
OURNTITY(CHPH)1 PAY: 11149 TOTGL} 11149 OR? DENSITY<KgiL)} 2.01
COSTS: CRPITRL CDNTRINHENT} 0 . OLH CONTEINNENT: 0 DREDEING S/CHPH: 2.45 TOTRL SiCHPﬂﬁ 2.45
REHRRKS: SOUTH BAR INSIDE CHANNEL DREDGED
CHEMICQL DATR (DRY HEIGHT)
.—--___-~—-—-._-__--.—_-—_—..——-—_--..-.._-__..-___.._____——___--.. — .. .._-.._.——-————-..-....-.._..._-_...._-—---—-_..... ._ -_-_.._--__---____—__----———
PRRRHETER HERN HXN HAN LORD(t) PRRQHETER KERN HIN HQN LOﬂD(t)
———————-—_-_———_.._.....---.._..——.._..--......—-—.._--____-__-_--...._-u....__-._——-—_...-—-—.——-__._..-.._-..----.._.....-—-—-———__- __-__-_———-——-—-——----——.
VOLGTILE SOLXDS (2) 1.580 1.450 1.700 354.0? COD (Hg/g) 13.500 13.000 14.000 302.53
O&G (lg/g) 0.375 < 0.250 0.500 ( 8.40 TKN (lg/g) 0.350 0.350 0.350 7 84
NH3 (ngig) 0.022 0.010 0.033 0.49 TOTRL P (Hg/g) 0.075 0.040 0.110 1.68
Hg (Hg/Q) < 0.100 4 0.100 ( 0.100 ( 0.00 Pb (ug/g) 24.000 21.000 26.000 0.54
As (ugfg) ( 2.000 ( 2.000 ( 2.000 < 0.04 Cd (Hg/g) < 2.000 ( 2.000 < 2.000 ( 0.04
Cu (ug/g) 10.000 6.000 13.000 0.22 Zn (ug/g) 17.000 12.000 21.000 0.38









~LOCRTION= CNEBOYGQN I H1 BRSIN: HICHIGQH PROJECT BEGAN! ?607 COMPLETE! F60? R05! 94
PHYSICRL DAT“




OURNTITY(CNPH)3 PRY: 6830 TOTRL) 6830 DRY DENSITY(Kg/L); 1.80
CO$TS= CAP1TRL CONTOINﬂENT! 0 OLH CONTRINHENT! 0 DREDGING SICHPN} 2.46 TOTHL 5/CHPH; 2.46
REHARKSI 0.0K TO 0.25H & 0.85” TB 1.0ﬁ DREDCED
CHEHXCHL DRTR (DRY HEIGHT)
_--_-.._-_~_-......_......._—--_—._-_..--—-_.._~-___—-___— _—.._—,.--..—-_...—_-_—..—---_—__...--__...._-......._..___- ---...._____..--—__--___--____-__———_--_
PHRRHETER . HERN H18 H98 LOAD(t) PRRRHETER HEHN HIH BAX LORD(t)
VOLRTILE SOLIDS (Z) < 1.000 < 1.000 ( 1.000 < 122.94 COD (Hg/g) 3.300 7.300 3.300 89.75
00G (Hg/9) < 0.250 ( 0.250 < 0.250 < 3.0? TKN (Hg/g) 0.260 0.260 ' 0.260 3.20
HHS (Hg/g) 0.020 0.020 0.020 0125 TOTRL P (ngig) 0.08? 0.08? 0.08? 1.0?
Hg (ug/g) < 0 100 < 0.100
( 0.00 Pb (ug/g) ( 10.000 < 10.000 < 10.000 ( 0.12
Rs (ug/g) < 2.000 ( 2.000
< 0.02 Cd (ug/g) < 2.000 ( 2.000 < 2.000 < 0.02
Cu (Hg/g) 3.000 3.000 3.000 0.04 Zn (ugly) 13.000 13.000 13.000 0.16






























6869 DRY DENSITY<Kg/L); 1.°0
OER CONTAINHEHT;
0 DREDGING SXCHFH; 2.58 TOTAL 8/CHPH; 2.58






0.400 0.?00 79.31 COD (lg/g) 5.350 0.360 9.900 69.82
0&3 (ﬁg/g)























16131 DRY DENSITY<K9IL); 1.90
00” CUNTRIHHEﬂT; 0 DREDGING 3/CHPH3 1.89 TOTQL $KCHPH; 1.89
REHQRXS! S. BRSXN. H. BAR, 0.02H-E TO 0.0?H-E DREDGED
CHEHICRL DRTR (DRY HEIGHT)
FRRRHETER HERN HIM HAN LORD(t) PﬁRRﬁETER HERN. HIM HGX LOQD(t)
VOLRTILE SOLIDS (2) 0.600 0.400 0.?00 183.89 COD (HgKg) 5.350 0.360 9.900 163.9?
0&G (Hg/g) 0.290 0.2?0 0.300 8.89 TKN (Hg/g) 0.130 0.020 0.200 3.98






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION: GRAND HAVEN l H1 BOSIH: HICHIGRH PROJECT BEGRN: 7800 COMPLETE? 7804 R053 102
PHYSICAL DRTE

















COSTS: CAPITﬁL COHTRIHHEHT; .17 TOTAL SICHPH; 2.17
REHRRKS: N.‘ HID BR
RS: 1H PTS BT5H 1.





Pannnsrsn nan» nxu nnx 1000(0) 700055158 neon nxu 50x LOAD(t)
v0101115 SOLIDS (21 8.300 0.200 13.900 5969.8? coo (3979) 117.700 1.100 198.000 8465.71
000 (09/91 2.370 4 0.600 3.900 < 170.47 rxu (Hg/g) 0.354 < 0.010 7.338 < 313.17
10101 P (nu/q) 1.394 0.004 2.390 100.27 Hg (ug/g) 0.750 0.280 1.350 0.05
Pb (ug/q) 84.000 17.000 125.000 6.04 0: (097g) 8.000 7.000 10.000 0.58
ca (ug/g) 4.000 1.000 6.000 0.29 Cu (0979) 107.000 12.000 181.000 7.70



































.84 TOTRL S/CHPH; 3.92
REHRRKSI N13 BOR511
N PTS BTUN 0.06H‘E
TO 12.3H-E DRGEDINO
OATQ UPSTRH OF 3.0H
'E



























































































































































































































































































REHRRKS: N.& HID BQ
RS. IR PTS BTUN 1.
33H—E T0 2.41H-E DR
GED












































































































   

























RENRRKS: R & S BARS: n & S BASIHS; 0,!6H‘U TO 0 5?H’E











































































































































































REHQRKS: H BS3: 1.16H—E T0 $.00H































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rﬁEngfﬂﬁtriIRI====EESEERE==nz===L=l=5=DIBSEE=rx=u=3zaa=r==nlﬁg:n ==Ercc=rllln=llnﬂrﬂnﬂlﬂﬂulltl.Il'E-l-IlI.-II‘IIII-II- - .I -III..-









EUQHIITYCCHPU): PQYi 6171 TDTQL:
COSTS: CRPITEL EOﬁTéIHﬁENI: 0
6171 DR? OEHSIIY(
Kg/L)J 2.10
Oh! COHTﬁIHHENT; 0 DREDGING SICHFHJ 3.0? TOTAL t/CHPli 3.0?




















< 2 000 { 2.
=r===rn=n=r=t===:::tugslstlI-rxtxgsllxtnnnlullll-lll-II
zn==n===trcs==::=m::===:=====z====z====::= I=r=::=====txla=tsixﬂzslstxsleu











20339 DRY DEHSIIY(KgIL)} 2.04
00H CONTQINHEﬁT} 0 DREDGING SICHPHI 2.75 TOTAL S/CﬂPﬂi
REHRRKSI NORTH BAR: MIDDLE 89R: NORTH RND ERSIHS
CHEMIDQL DRTQ (DRY HEIGHT)
LDRD<t> PRRAEETER
LORD(0)
VULATILE SOLIDS (2) 2.020 < 1.000 3.860 < 836.08 COD (Hg/g) 10.800 1.000 25.000 447.
0&0 (Hg/g) 0.310 < 0.200 0.410 ( 12.83 TKN (Hg/g) 0.301 0.073 0.?10 12.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I HI BﬂSINl HICﬂIGﬁH
PROJECT BEER“! 7804 COHPLETEI 7805 R058 135
.--__-u_—~-..__.._..-..~—-——u——_...._--..-..-...._.._-__.._-_._-—- ..--__...—-—...—_-_.__..-..__--————--—..---.._.._...—-_ . ——-_-_--_——————-————---__-_----.
PHYSICQL DRTR
HRTERIAL! SRHDESILT











1.84 TOTOL SICHPH; 1.84
REﬂRRKS! N BGRiIN PTS BTU" 0.04H-E T0 2.15E-EaDATﬂ 9V8 FROH on T0 0.5H-E
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.--_-_--_~----_-_...........-——..—_....-..._-........__.....--—-————————--.._--__..---..__-_--_-_._----—.0—---.-——...
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H==8£238592 H=l=2=m==38==8:5;‘2372=1!&3=‘B:=E=======E==ﬂ=3========:E‘: =i===2:=SSS-2::=SS====SI=I‘I-III.:"I.=II2:3: =
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.~__m~--____-__-—-n__-._———----_-_-____-_--_-_--____-__-_-_ , -_-,--------__--_-—_-—----_-_--___--__——____--____- _-__-___--—____—
PQRRHETER HERH HIM HRX L000<t> PRRRHEIER nan" HIN nnx Lono<01
v0101115 301103 (2) 3.370 2.430 4.300 521.95 coo (Hg/g) 03.000 10.000 70.000
000 (Hg/g) 1.100 0.700 1.500 17.04 TKN (ngfg) 1.200 0.510 2.000
NH3 (ag/g) 0.110 0.055 0.180 1.03 10101 P (Hg/g) 0.023 0.280 0.505
H9 (ug/q) < 0.100 < o 100 < 0.100 < 0.00 Pb (09/9) 60.000 52.000 68.000
Rs (ug/g) < 2.000 < 2.000 < 2.000 < 0.03 cu (ugig) 2 600 2.400 2.000
cu tug/9) 25.000 16.000 30.000 0.39 Zn (ug/g) 00.000 53.000 83.000
Cr (ugig) 14.000 10.000 18.000 0.22 NI (ug/g) 19.000 < 10.000 28.000








I OH BRSIEI HUROﬁ PROJ CT ascnn: 7511 COMPLETE! 7512 R063 24
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LULRTIO': VERHILIGH I OH BRSIHZ ERIE PROJECT 3260“: 7910 COMPLETE! 7911 ROU- 292
PHVSICQL DATA









53513: CﬁPIIQL LOﬁIGIHEEHTJ 0 '00! CDNTﬁINHEHT; 0 DREDGING tiCHPﬂx 7.93 TBTAL t/CHPH: 7.93
REﬁH
RKQ:
EHEﬁIEéL DﬁTh (0R? ﬁEIGﬁT)
PQRRHETER KEEN NIH H83 LOﬁD<t> PﬁRﬁEETER HEhH NIH HEX L090(t)
.-_u..~»__a-_—.._..—-__._—--_....-.._..-.._u----...._-____-... ....-_..-—_..._..—........._-—-_—_-—..—-——~—_-..---...._———--——--——----——--——_-—-___-----_---_
UDLHTILE SOLIDS (2) 3.300 3.300 3.300 244.36 C00 (Hg/g) 36.000 36.000 36.000 266.59
0&0 (ﬁg/g) 0.400 0.400 0.400 2.96 TKN (Hg/q) 0.740 0.740 0.740 5.49
HHS (ﬁg/q) 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.44 TDTRL P (nu/g) 0.370 0.370 0.370 2.74
Hg (ugig) ( 0.100 4 0.100 ( 0.100 ( 0.00 Pb (ugly) 16.000 16.000 16.000 0.12
05 (ug/g) 11.000 11.000 11.000 0.08 Cd (ug/g) ( 1.000 ( 1.000 4 1.000 < 0.01
Cu (ug/g) 21.000 21.000 21.000 0.16 Zn (ac/g) 120.000 120.000 120.000 0.99









I CH BRSIEI ERIE










QUANTITY(CHPH)3 FRY; 8907 TOTQL; 8907 DRY DEHSITY(KgiL)} 1.63





.CHEHICRL DATA (DRY ﬁElGHT)
_..-......._-_._..-——___.~..._..--—.._--__---—..-_.....__ _.._--..._...... _...........--..._.._-_.__-....-.._-......_-—....--_..__..~.._--_-__-_.-__-....._._-__-_--.._---____..__.
PGRRHETER HEAR nxn Hex LORD(t) PRRRHETER HEnH NIH nnx Lono<t)
annTILE 301103 (2) 3.300 3.300 3.300 477.64 coo (Hg/g) 36.000 36 000 36.000 521.06
616 (Hg/g) 0.400 0.400 0.400 3.79 TKN (Hg/g} 0.740 0.740 0.740 10.71
HHS (ng/g) 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.87 TOTAL P (Hg/g) 0.370 0.370 0.370 5.36
Hg (ug/g) < 0.100 < 0.100 < 0.100 < 0.00 Pb (ug/g) 16.000 16.000 16.000 0.23
As (ug/g) 11.000 11.000 11.000 0.16 ca (0979) 1.000 < 1.000 < 1.000 < 0.01
cu (ug/g) 21.000 21.000 21 000 0.30 Zn (ug/g) 120.000 120.000 120.000 1.74





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EL. I CONT. BERH CC
STS PRORRTED TC REF
LECT COSTS


























I ON BRSIE: ONTR
RIO
PHYSICAL DﬂTA

















REHRRKSI PIER )2 t
13. I BERH l-DREDGI
NG COHTRINHENT. BER
H 2-402 CONTGIHHENT
CHEHXCAL DRTQ (DRY HEIGHT)
.-__-_--__---_-_~—-_-_--—m—-_~_—-_~__-—_-_-_-_--_-___—___-~_——-Fw - —_ ____---_m---nu-___---__-_--___---______--___—-— _—---—__-_.
PHRRHETER HEAR HXH HRX LORD(t) PQRQHETER HEGM HIN HEX LORD<£>











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Metric Units English Unit Conversions
Length 1 centimetre = 0.3937 inches
1 metre = 100 cm = 3.2808 feet
= 1.0936 yards
= 0.5468 fathoms
l kilometre = 100 m = 1093.6 yards
= 0.6241 statue miles

















1 km2 = 100 ha = 0.3861 miz
Volume 1 litre = 0.0353 ft3
= 0.2642 gal. (U.S.)
= 0.2200 gal. (Imp.)
1m3 = 1,000 L = 1.3080 yd3
Weight 1 gm = 1,000 mg = 106 pg
1 kilogram = 1,000 grams = 2.2046 lbs.
1 tonne = 1,000 kg = 1.1023 short tons
= 0.9842 short tons
365
   
